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## BACHELOR'S DEGREES

- **College of Arts and Sciences**
  - 27 Bachelor of Arts
  - 31 Bachelor of Science
- **School of Business**
  - 32 Bachelor of Science
- **School of Criminal Justice**
  - 33 Bachelor of Arts
- **School of Information Science and Policy**
  - 33 Bachelor of Arts

## MASTER'S DEGREES

- **College of Arts and Sciences**
  - 35 Master of Arts
  - 35 Master of Science
  - 35 Master of Fine Arts
  - 35 Master of Regional Planning
  - 35 Certificate of Advanced Study in Public History
- **School of Business**
  - 35 Master of Science
  - 36 Master of Business Administration
- **School of Criminal Justice**
  - 36 Master of Arts
- **School of Education**
  - 36 Master of Arts
  - 36 Master of Science
  - 37 Certificate of Advanced Study in Counseling
  - 37 Certificate of Advanced Study in Curriculum and Instruction
- **School of Information Science and Policy**
  - 37 Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Administration and Policy Studies
  - 37 Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Research
  - 37 Certificate of Advanced Study in School Psychology
- **Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy**
  - 34 Bachelor of Arts
  - 34 Bachelor of Science
  - 36 Master of Arts
  - 36 Master of Public Administration
- **School of Public Health**
  - 38 Master of Science
  - 38 Master of Public Health
- **School of Social Welfare**
  - 38 Master of Social Work

## DOCTORAL DEGREES

- **College of Arts and Sciences**
- **School of Business Interdisciplinary Programs**
- **School of Criminal Justice**
- **School of Education**
- **School of Information Science & Policy**
- **Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy**
- **School of Public Health**
- **School of Social Welfare**
- **Alma Mater**
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The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at college and university functions date back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students of those days wore them to keep warm in the damp and drafty 12th-century castles and halls of learning.

The gowns for the bachelor's degree, earned after undergraduate study, have long, pointed sleeves and are designed to be worn closed.

The holder of the master’s degree wears a gown with an oblong sleeve open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down, and the rear part of its oblong shape is worn square cut. The gown may be worn open or closed. An alternate and older master’s gown is also permissible. This gown is always worn open, has a long sleeve, which is square and closed at the end, and has a slit near the forearm.

Gowns for the doctoral degree may also be worn open or closed, but they carry broad velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the full, round, open sleeves. The velvet trimming may be either in black or the color distinctive to the field of learning to which the degree pertains.

Academic gowns for each level are black, although a few institutions permit doctoral recipients to wear gowns of the characteristic institutional color.

Academic protocol allows trustees, presidents, and marshals of higher education institutions to wear gowns which are especially designed and colored. The President of the University at Albany wears a black and royal purple gown bearing four horizontal royal purple and gold bars on the sleeves. The marshals’ gowns at UAlbany are gold and blue.

Caps may be of serge, broadcloth, or, for the doctoral outfit only, of velvet. The tassel is black or the color appropriate to the field of study, except the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold or bullion.

It is the hood that gives color and real meaning to the academic costume. The bachelor's hood is sometimes worn upon completion of the course, even though the degree has not yet been actually conferred. A black shell of varying size for the three degrees, and of material to match the gowns, is lined with silk in the colors of the institution conferring the degree. UAlbany's institutional colors are royal purple and gold.

The hoods of the master's degree recipients are a black shell made of material to match the gown and use the institutional colors. The doctoral hood, which uses the same institutional colors, is larger and of a different style, having a flat panel at the back. The hood is bordered with velvet of the proper width to indicate the degree and of the color signifying the field of learning to which the degree pertains.

If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the highest degree are worn. Holders of several doctoral degrees may make a choice of hood for any particular occasion. The colors indicative of the various fields of learning are as follows:

**Arts, Letters, Humanities:** white  
**Accountancy, Business, Commerce:** dusk  
**Economics:** copper  
**Education:** powder blue  
**Fine Arts:** brown  
**Journalism:** crimson  
**Library Science:** lemon yellow  
**Music:** pink  
**Philosophy:** royal blue  
**Public Administration, including Foreign Service:** teal blue  
**Science:** golden yellow  
**Social Science and Social Work:** citron

Graduating students at UAlbany wear tassels on their caps in a color representing the University's colors of purple and gold. Honors graduates of the baccalaureate program also wear honor medallions.
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Saturday, May 17, 2003
RECREATION AND CONVOCATION CENTER AT 9:00 AM

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL ........................................... Led by Professor Ronald Bosco, Grand Marshal (March from First Suite, Holst; "The Grand March" from Aida, Verdi; Pomp and Circumstance I and IV, Elgar) The Commencement Wind Ensemble, Kirk Smith, Director and Associate Professor of Music

CEREMONIAL INTRODUCTIONS .................................. Dr. William Hedberg, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM .................................................. Christopher Feml '05, joined by graduates and guests

INVOCATION ............................................................ The Reverend Sandy Damhof, Protestant Campus Ministry

WELCOME ............................................................... President Karen R. Hitchcock

GREETINGS ............................................................. Chancellor Robert L. King

REMARKS ............................................................... President Karen R. Hitchcock

CONFERRAL OF THE UNIVERSITY MEDALLION ............. To Catherine Bertini '71, Under-Secretary-General for Management, United Nations

ADDRESS .............................................................. Catherine Bertini '71

PRESENTATION OF EVAN R. COLLINS AWARDS ............. President Karen R. Hitchcock, In recognition of distinguished service and devotion to the University at Albany by members of the faculty

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES ............................................................. Jeryl L. Mumpower, Dean of Graduate Studies

CONFERRAL OF DOCTORAL DEGREES ......................... President Karen R. Hitchcock

INTRODUCTION OF CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES ............................................................. Joan Wick-Pelletier, Dean of Arts and Sciences

Frank J. Thompson, Dean, Nelson A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy

Richard A. Highfield, Dean, School of Business

Julie Horney, Dean, School of Criminal Justice

Susan D. Phillips, Interim Dean, School of Education

Philip B. Eppard, Dean, School of Information Science and Policy

Peter J. Levin, Dean, School of Public Health

Katharine Briar-Lawson, Dean, School of Social Welfare

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES ............................................................. Jeryl L. Mumpower, Dean of Graduate Studies

CONFERRAL OF MASTER'S DEGREES ......................... President Karen R. Hitchcock

ALMA MATER .......................................................... Christopher Feml '05, joined by graduates and guests (Hubbard-Lansing) See page 48.

RECESSIONAL .......................................................... (A Festival Prelude, Reed) The Commencement Wind Ensemble
The Medallion of the University is the highest award for distinguished service that the University at Albany bestows. Honorees must demonstrate profound commitment to the most fundamental values of American society and excellence at every level of education. Recipients have shown they appreciate the symbiotic relationships among academic quality, economic vitality and cultural richness. Previous recipients include Itamar Rabinovich, president of Tel Aviv University and former ambassador to the United States from Israel; the late Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan; H. Patrick Swygert, president of Howard University and 15th president of the University at Albany; and Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti-Defamation League.

Catherine Bertini

The Recipient of the Medallion of the University is Catherine Bertini '71, under-secretary-general for management to United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan.

An alumna of the University at Albany, Bertini is responsible for all administrative and managerial matters in the United Nations, including the leadership and management of United Nations senior officials dealing with budget, finance, human resources, management policy development, information systems, purchasing, travel, investments, facilities management and security of the staff in New York City. She is also charged with implementation of the secretary-general’s management reform initiatives and the refurbishment of the headquarters complex. She is the senior American official in the United Nations Secretariat.

Prior to her current position, Bertini served for ten years as Executive Director of the United Nations World Food Program (WFP), the world’s largest international humanitarian agency. She was appointed to that position in 1992 on the recommendation of President George H.W. Bush and was reappointed in 1997 with the endorsement of President Bill Clinton.

Bertini is credited with assisting hundreds of millions of victims of wars and natural disasters throughout Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, and parts of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. In particular, she was widely praised for her efforts to end famine in North Korea; averting starvation in Afghanistan by delivering enormous amounts of urgently needed food aid in 2001; ensuring the provision of food supplies during the crises in Bosnia and Kosovo; and in 2000, averting the mass starvation that threatened 16 million people in the Horn of Africa. While working at WFP's headquarters in Rome, Bertini was also credited with modernizing the administration of WFP to ensure its efficiency and effectiveness, and with promoting the role of women in the management of WFP operations.

Before joining WFP, Bertini served as United States Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Food and Consumer Services, and as Acting Assistant Secretary of the Family Support Administration in the United States Department of Health and Human Services. She worked in Illinois and New York state governments. For ten years, she was employed by Container Corporation of America in Chicago, Illinois, as a public affairs officer. In 1986, she was a fellow at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. For many years, she has been active in politics in the United States.

Bertini has received several awards in recognition of her professional achievements, including the Republic of Italy’s Order of Merit and the Association of African Journalists’ Prize of Excellence. In 1996, The Times of London magazine named her as one of “The World’s Most Powerful Women.” Earlier in her career, a citation provided by the American Public Welfare Association said that she “epitomizes the very best in public service.” She has received seven honorary doctorates from Universities in Canada, the Slovak Republic, Italy and the United States.

It is with great pride that the University at Albany, State University of New York, presents Catherine Bertini the Medallion of the University.

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT FLAG BEARERS:

Bold Baljmaa
Penelope Benson-Wright
Jorge Bianchi
Eiko Goto
Anna Hakobyan
Mahamat Hassabarassoul
Jamal Kamalov
Oleksiy Kononets
Ngai Ching Lam
Kalfala Marah
Dilyara Nabirova
Srijit Nair
Allison Nunez
Beril Pekin
Marek Poniewierski
Imran Qureshi
Manuel Ramos
William Saunders
Alexander Sergeev
Christos Stylianou
Stephan Urwyler
Jing Zhang
Theresa Williams
Louis Yapo
Maryanne Yate
Chawewan Yenjitr
Sunday, May 18, 2003
NEW LIBRARY, SOUTH LAWN

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
Led by Professor Ronald Bosco, Grand Marshal
(The Albany Grand March, Professor Richard O’Neil; A Festival Prelude, Reed; “The Grand March” from Aida, Verdi; Pomp and Circumstance I and IV, Elgar) The Commencement Wind Ensemble, Kirk Smith, Director and Associate Professor of Music

CEREMONIAL INTRODUCTIONS
Dr. William Hedberg, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Dana Contrino ‘03, joined by graduates and guests

INVOCATION
The Reverend Dr. Robert C. Lamar, President, Chapel House Board of Directors

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
Karen R. Hitchcock

REMARKS
Dr. Carson Carr, Jr., Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

REMARKS FROM SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT
William Chien ‘03

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT
William Chien ‘03

UNIVERSITY FIGHT SONG
Performed by the Earth Tones

ALUMNI RECOGNITION
Michael Corso ‘83, President, University at Albany Alumni Association

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREES
Carlos E. Santiago, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bachelor’s candidates will be acknowledged by school.
Bachelor’s degrees are collectively conferred.

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
President Karen R. Hitchcock

ALMA MATER
Dana Contrino ‘03, joined by graduates and guests
(Hubbard-Lansing) See page 48.

RECESSIONAL
(A Festival Prelude, Reed) The Commencement Wind Ensemble

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT FLAG BEARERS:

Humayun Baig  Lori Isabella  Rich Prou
Emil J. Bove III Kaori Ito  Jia Ruijie
Peter W. Brusoe  Tabenyang Iyok  Halimah Sayahi
Amicah Bullen Linda Lampert  Allison Schectman
Manojkumar Desai Sung-ho Lee  Sean Senical
Shauna Fisher Luz D. Lopez  Christos Shiamptanis
Nathan Giesselman Sebastian Naczas  Nicholas Steinbock-Pratt
UNIVERSITY HONORS, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

CHANCELLOR'S AWARD
FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE

Undergraduate and graduate students are nominated for this distinction from across the entire State University of New York. The award is presented by the Chancellor to students who have demonstrated outstanding academic achievement and have received national or international recognition for their efforts. Recipients of this high honor have typically distinguished themselves in their academic work and in a variety of other domains including athletics, service, publication, conference presentation, or artistic performance.

Emil J. Boje III Shauna Fisher Joana Lucasbuk
Peter Brusoe Mike Genken Justin Marino
Amicah Bullen Nathan Gieselman Hector Mejia

PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

To encourage undergraduate scholarship and creative work, and to reward excellence and individual initiative, the University has established the Presidential Awards. The nominees for the award have been selected on the basis of a major paper or project produced by the student in conjunction with a course or independent study, under the direction of an Albany faculty member. The project's significance is judged in terms of its academic quality and originality.

Africana Studies Shari Hartenstein
Anthropology Kelly Birmingham
Art Mary Ann Borden
Biology Laura Ellen Wagner
Biology JoAnna Wawrzycki
Business Dan Magnus
Computer Science Karl Sobylak
English Jamerson Maurer
English Joseph Mulligan
History Daniel Koch
Mathematics Nicole Savvides
Physics Philip Shemella
Political Science Robert Schmitz
Psychology Shauna Fisher
Psychology Nickeisha Henry
Psychology Kassandra Edinger
Women's Studies Melissa Tacke

PHI BETA KAPPA

Phi Beta Kappa, established in 1776, is the nation's oldest and most respected undergraduate honors organization. Its name comes from the initials of its Greek motto meaning “Love of wisdom, the guide of life.” Its mission is to foster and acknowledge excellence in the liberal arts and sciences. Members are elected from candidates for degrees in the liberal arts and sciences, usually from the upper tenth of the graduation class. Election is based not only on the quality of academic achievement as measured by the GPA, but also on the breadth of study in the liberal arts and sciences. Phi Beta Kappa seeks to recognize students of high intellectual and moral character who demonstrate broad intellectual interests and understanding. The following undergraduate students were elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

Spring Semester 2002
Benjamin R. Entner
Lisa Manganelli
Kristel J. Pawlowski
Andrew J. Slater
Julia C. Walden
Christine Walling
Kiersten E. Warren

Fall Semester 2002
William Adamczak
Roxanne Anderson

Kelly Birmingham
Katherine Brent
Jason Brucker
Victoria Doane
Erin Dowd
Sarah Failla
PHI BETA KAPPA (CONTINUED)

Nancy Kim
Nadine Lambo
Jamerson Maurer
Thomas Myers
Heather Streeter
Jane Tedesco
Elizabeth Weinpress
Katleen Woelfersheim

Spring Semester 2003
Emil J. Bove III
Connie Clarkson
Rebecca D. Cohen
Patricia K. Dabrowska
Lauren A. Doman
Mary T. Deangelo
Jamie M. Degraw
Wyatt M. Dunn
Michelle D. Duross
Kerry L. Gecewicz
Mike Genkin
Helena R. Gindi
Janine A. Guarascio
Jessica Ellen Hopkins
Kaori Ito
Efrat Jerafi
Michael I. Kelly
Alison Marie Kenner
Erin E. Lein
Janelle L. Lightfoot
Jennifer L. Osborne
Joseph Quinion
Amy F. Rosenbaum
Nicole Savvides
Alyson Heather Seelick
Justine Marie Seaward
Yi-Shan Shei
Jason E. Shelly
Christos Sbiamptanis
Marisa A. Sotomayor
Nicholas Steinbock-Pratt
Dawn M. Symmonds

PHI BETA KAPPA PRIZE FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Sponsored by Distinguished Service Professor James W. Corbett (Physics); Professors Emeritus Jarka M. and Grayce Burian (Theatre); Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus M.E. Grenander (English); Professors Emeritus Kendall A. Birr (History), Catharine Newbold (History), Mary G. Goggin (Classics), Helen G. Horowitz (Economics), Arthur Collins (English), Anonymous, Matthew H. Elbow (History), Ralph Kenney (Education); Martha Wright Miller (Administration); and Bernard Horowitz (SUNY Cobleskill). Awarded to the graduating Phi Beta Kappa senior with the highest grade point average.

To be announced

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Excellence in Anthropology Award
Given to anthropology majors for achievement in one or more of the following categories: GPA, participation in research, completion of an outstanding writing project, other demonstrated academic achievement of an exceptional nature.
Joseph McGreevy

Excellence in Human Biology Award
Presented annually to the graduating human biology major student with the highest academic performance.
Kelly Birmingham

The Institute for Mesoamerican Studies Undergraduate Essay Award
Given annually by the Institute for Mesoamerican Studies, the award recognizes the best essay written by a current undergraduate student on a topic in Mesoamerican Studies.
To be announced
UNIVERSITY HONORS, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department of Anthropology

(Continued)

Francine W. Frank Award in Linguistics
Established in honor of Francine W. Frank for her tireless efforts in building UAlbany’s linguistics programs, this award is given to an outstanding graduating linguistics major.
*Ashley Whittamore*

Walter Zenner Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology Award
Given to a graduating senior who excels in classroom performance, independent research and other areas of achievement in anthropology.
*Ajay Yesupriya*

Department of Art

Sculpture Award
Awarded to a senior art major for excellence in creative work in sculpture.
*Alexandra Koch*

Painting/Drawing Award
Awarded to a senior art major for excellence in creative work in painting or drawing.
*Melanie Malkin*

Printmaking/Photography/Digital Imaging Award
Awarded to a senior art major for excellence in creative work in printmaking, photography, or digital imaging.
*Scott Zimmer*

Art History Award
Awarded to a senior art history major for high academic achievement in the Art History program, and for a demonstrated commitment to the field of Art History through the accomplishment of an internship, specialized research, or leadership.
*Lisa Lacrosse*

Roanne Kulakoff Awards
Designated for expenses for materials or research costs for art and art history majors for work completed during the 2002-2003 academic year. Selections based on the project’s artistic or academic merit.
*Wendy Lefkowitz for “Flowers,” metal sculpture*
*Rachel Naftel for “Self Portraits in the Tub,” photography*
*Jamie Rodriguez for “Beach Party,” installation sculpture*
*Naomi Weiselberg for “White Bread,” clay sculpture*

Department of Biological Sciences

Glenn Bumpus Award
Established in memory of former student, Glenn Bumpus. Awarded to a student who has conducted outstanding research in biological sciences.
*To be announced*

Department of Chemistry

Chemistry Faculty Award
Awarded to a graduating chemistry major for demonstrated high scholastic standing, good character and potential for advancement in the chemical profession.
*Katharine Ives*
Department of Chemistry

CRC Press Freshman Achievement Award
Awarded to a freshman student in the general chemistry course for academic advisement.
Erin Messick

Department of Communication

The Richard Wilke Award
Established in honor of Professor Richard Wilkie. Awarded to outstanding undergraduate students in communication.
Ioannis Kareklas Linda Lampert

Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences

Atmospheric Science Awards
Joseph Kravitz, Outstanding Student
Michael Kiefer, Best Forecaster

Geological Sciences Awards
Joseph Osso, Outstanding Student
Carrie Wilsey, Best Field Map

Department of Economics

Gordon Karp Award
Awarded to the undergraduate students in economics who best exemplify the intelligence, dedication and accomplishment that marked the promising career of Gordon Karp, an undergraduate and doctoral graduate of the University.
Nicole Savvides Christos Shiamptanis

Taimour Kahn '94 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to a current freshman or sophomore undergraduate student who demonstrates financial need and who intends to major in Economics at the University at Albany. Established by the KPMG Disaster Relief Fund in memory of Taimour Kahn, who passed away in the 9/11/01 attack on the World Trade Center.
Zongyi Ge

Department of English

Arlene F. Steinberg 1971 Memorial Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Sue Steinberg in memory of her daughter, Arlene F. Steinberg, Class of 1971. Awarded to the outstanding junior or senior English major in the field of twentieth-century fiction, poetry, or theater.
Amanda Bird Aaron Pedinotti

Leah Lovenheim Award
Awarded for the best short story written by an undergraduate student.
Jamerson Maurer

Shields McIlwaine Prize
Established in memory of Professor Shields McIlwaine. Awarded for the best poem written by an undergraduate student.
Eric Smiarowski

The Vivian C. Hopkins Scholarship Award
Established in memory of Professor Vivian C. Hopkins. Awarded for outstanding scholastic ability and character in the Department of English.
Christopher Ritchey
UNIVERSITY HONORS, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Journalism Program
Ronald R. Schafer Memorial Award
Awarded in memory of Mr. Schafer, a University administrator, to a senior for outstanding achievement in the Journalism Program.
Jennifer DeLeo

William E. Rowley Award for Journalistic Writing
Established in honor of Professor William Rowley. Awarded by the Journalism Program for the best journalistic writing by an undergraduate student.
Shane Blundell

Department of History
2003 Crippen Prize
Awarded to the most outstanding graduating senior who is concentrating in American History.
David Perez

2003 William T. Reedy Prize
Established in honor of Professor William T. Reedy. Awarded annually by the history department to an undergraduate for the best paper submitted in a history course taken at the University during the preceding calendar year.
Daniel R. Koch

Phi Alpha Theta
The Chi Delta Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta is an international honor society in history.
Graduating seniors
Kristin Adler
Sabel Bong
Peter William Brusoe
Liane Colonna
Michelle DuRoss
Justin Guldenzopf
Moises Gutierrez
Jenna L. Hagen
Michael S. Herskowitz
Alison Joseph
Michael Kelly
Kevin M. Krafft
Timothy Nazarian
Michael Pascarelli
Sarah Peck
Epamenondas Petas
Kerry Clair Quinn
Bryn Sonin
Stephanie Sprout
Nicholas Steinbock-Pratt

Department of Judaic Studies
B'nai Zion Award for Excellence in Hebrew
To be announced

Calvin and Patricia Zippin Endowment Scholarship
Dr. Calvin Zippin, an alumnus of the University and of the Kappa Beta Fraternity, and his wife, Patricia, have established this endowment in memory of his parents, Samuel and Jennie Zippin, to help outstanding students of Judaic Studies to pursue their educational goals.
To be announced

Lillian L. Kensky and Dr. Harry C. Kensky Endowment Fund Award
Established by Mrs. Lillian L. Kensky, in memory of her husband, Dr. Harry C. Kensky, Class of 1943 and member of the Kappa Beta Fraternity. Awarded on the basis of academic merit and financial need to a graduating senior who is planning to pursue further studies in an area of Jewish higher education.
To be announced
Department of Judaic Studies

Fishman Fund Grant
Established by Mr. Irving Fishman, Class of 1940 and member of the Kappa Beta Fraternity. Awarded to worthy Judaic Studies students in need of financial support for their further educational plans.

To be announced

Morris Altman Research Fund
Established by Nolan Altman, '77 in memory of his father. The fund provides awards to students pursuing original research on issues and topics related to Jewish studies, and is awarded at the discretion of the Department of Judaic Studies and its chair.

To be announced

Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

Anthony M. Gisolfi Fund
Awarded to an academically outstanding undergraduate student majoring in Italian who intends to pursue a career in teaching and shows evidence of commitment to the field of study. If no suitable Italian major is identified, the award may be made to a student majoring in Spanish.

Erin B. Jackson

Frank Carrino Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate student with junior or senior class standing in the Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures who has demonstrated outstanding academic performance.

Artiz Bermejo Sarah Failla

French Embassy Book Prize
Awarded in recognition of outstanding achievement in upper-division courses in French. Each named student will receive a book donated by the French Embassy.

To be announced

Department of Latin American and Caribbean Studies

Highest GPA
Awarded to a graduating senior LACS major with the highest GPA.

To be announced

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Academic Excellence in Mathematics
William Adamczak Jennifer Knott
John Carlino Sung-Ho Lee
Ruth Crammond Kathryn Lemery
Toni D'Alessandro Patrick McKenzie
Daniel Dugan Adam Neubart
Heather Durval George Nicholas
Hua Fan Jennifer Osborne
Chad Gratton Daniel Pragel
Janine Guarascio Ronnie Riemer
Nicole Savvides
Aaron Sellinger
Christos Shiampantakis
Tracy Sid
Francis Van Valen
Stephen Wallant
Lauren Wolf-Christensen
UNIVERSITY HONORS, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

(Continued)

Bruce and Louise Steen Gravitt Scholarship
Designed to provide financial assistance to full-time, female students studying mathematics. The scholarship is based on financial need and strong academic achievement.
Hua Fan
Nicole Savvides
Bobbie Tierney

Mayfred Dutton Lucas Scholarship
Established by Mayfred Dutton Lucas, Class of 1924. This scholarship is awarded to an outstanding mathematics major who is planning to teach at the high school level.
Kathryn Lemery

Department of Music

Andrea Hanan Music Scholarship
Established in memory of Andrea Hanan. Awarded annually on the basis of outstanding achievement to an undergraduate entering the music program and/or a continuing first-year music major.
Michael Vitalino

Douglas Malcolm Hastings Award
An endowment established as a merit award, given to an undergraduate music major of senior class standing. Preference is given to a student concentrating in piano performance.
Leah Wolff

Willard Banks Memorial Award
Established by Mrs. Donald Biggs in memory of her father. Awarded annually to a minority student enrolled in a music major program on the basis of achievement and service to the music department.
Joanna Núñez

The Nathan Gottschalk Music Scholarship
Established in memory of Nathan Gottschalk, faculty member in the Department of Music. The purpose of this award is to support the activities of the University Orchestra.
Emily McGee
Jessica Pate

Department of Philosophy

2003 Philosophy Prize
Awarded annually to a graduating senior, majoring in philosophy, for distinction in the study of philosophy.
Nicholas Steinbock-Pratt

Department of Physics

Anne Rebecca Oliver Memorial Scholarship
Given in memory of Anne Rebecca Oliver. Awarded for outstanding achievement in the Department of Physics.
Jeremy G. McNamara

Department of Sociology

Highest GPA
Awarded to the senior sociology major with the highest GPA.
Darlene Chase Moessner

Best Sociology Paper
Lauren Rinelli, “Sex Rations in China: Causes and Consequences”
UNIVERSITY HONORS, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Department of Theatre

Agnes E. Futterer Book Award
Each year the Department of Theatre honors the memory of Agnes E. Futterer, the creator of the theatre program, by making an award to a graduating senior. The faculty selects the senior who has made the most significant contribution to the theatre program and department during his or her undergraduate career.
To be announced

Burian Award
Established by Professor Emeritus Jarka M. Burian (Theatre) and Mrs. Grayce Susan Burian ’63, M.A. ’64. Awarded annually to a graduating theatre major who, having taken 90 credits at the University at Albany, has earned the highest grade-point average in all courses taken at the University.
To be announced

Women's Studies Program

Women's Studies Award
Awarded to graduating seniors, major or minor, who have demonstrated an excellent academic record in women's studies and have made significant feminist contributions to the women's community.
Jessica Murray, Amy Scott, Jamy Stammel

Stoneman-Van Vranken Scholarship
Awarded to a Women's Studies major or minor who will be entering her/his junior or senior year of study. The recipient has demonstrated outstanding academic performance and has made significant contributions to the University and to the larger communities.
Melissa Tacke

Arlene E. Ray Memorial Scholarship
This award recognizes the outstanding academic achievements of a Women's Studies major or minor who has made significant contributions to the University and larger communities. The recipient has demonstrated a commitment to feminist principles.
Eliann Rodriguez

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Dean's Award for Distinguished Academic Achievement by a Returning Undergraduate Student
James Van Demark

Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key
Marie F. Dure, Nathan W. Giesselman, Melissa S. Witt

Ernest and Florence Bensinger Milano ’36 Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Milano, Class of 1936, in memory of her husband, Ernest Milano, Class of 1936. Awarded to outstanding students enrolled in the School of Business.
Carly M. Stuart, Siqi (Ann) Zhang

Harold L. Cannon Memorial Award
Established in memory of Professor Harold Cannon. Awarded for outstanding service and academic achievement.
Marie F. Dure
Harry Warshawsky Memorial Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service
Established in memory of Harry Warshawsky, Class of 1980.
Jonathan Feiler

IHRIM/Edward S. Goldmacher Award
Established in honor of Edward S. Goldmacher, who was instrumental in establishing the field of Human Resources Information Systems.
Betsy Cherian

John S. Levato Award in Memory of Lai Wah Kui
Established in memory of this exceptional undergraduate student, Class of 1997, who served as a loyal workstudy in the Office of Student Services for three years. Her commitment to community service and academic excellence endeared her to everyone who knew her. Awarded to a business major who exemplifies these qualities.
Jason Gitter
Monika Moraucik

Margaret Yager Middleton '29 Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Middleton, Class of 1929, to recognize and promote outstanding academic achievement by newly admitted undergraduate students in the School of Business.
James W. Barr
Peter V. Calabria III

Mark B. Taylor Scholarship
Established by Mark B. Taylor, Class of 1984, and awarded to undergraduate students pursuing a degree in accounting within the School of Business.
Bari M. Gross

Martha Bealler Altman Scholarship
Established by Nolan T. Altman, Class of 1977, in memory of his mother.
Ashesh Patel

Milton & Mary M. Danko Golden Rule Award
Established by William D. Danko, Ph.D., in memory of his parents. Awarded to a student who has demonstrated a pattern of giving to others her/his most precious resource: time.
Tania N. Petrina

New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants – Undergraduate
Nathan W. Gieselman

Northwestern Mutual Financial Network Milton C. Hall III Award
This award is given to two undergraduate School of Business students who demonstrate a personal financial philosophy on financial planning.
To be announced
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Outstanding Graduating Senior Awards in Business

Ioannis (John) Kareklas, Marketing
Gregory Leoniuk, Finance
Hector Mejia, Accounting
Melissa S. Witt, Management (Irving H. Sabghir Memorial Award)
David B. Zager, Management Science and Information Systems

Roanne Kulakoff Award
Established by Roanne Kulakoff, B.S. 1981, to recognize an outstanding student who, in addition to scholarship achievement, works to pay for her or his education and has devoted time to extra-curricular activities and community service.

Kimberly Palmeiro, Scott E. Weber

Wall Street Journal Award
For high grade-point average and service.
Nathan W. Giesselman

SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Donald J. Newman Prize
Awarded to a graduating senior in criminal justice who, in the judgement of the faculty, reflects the highest ideals of undergraduate scholarship in a manner befitting the memory of Professor Donald J. Newman.

To be announced

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Cathy Bertolino Hoey Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate or graduate student accepted into the School of Education who has demonstrated steady academic performance and who has demonstrated financial need.

To be announced

Kappa Delta Pi, Honor Society in Education

Samantha J. Adams
Jo Anthony
Claudia Vales Aubourg
Reagan Bartow
Kerri R. Bender
Amy Berg
John N. Blanton
Andrea Cantasano
John M. Carfino, Jr.
Amanda Caulkins
Jennifer Coppola
Nicole Curcio
Kristen L. Davis
Joanna DeFelice
Stacy Ferrone
Heather E. Galish
Jenna Lynne Hagen
Jessica A. Insel
Donna Kalker
Lisa LaMariana
Mikele Lieberman
Jamie McNamara
Lynne M. Macko
Jennifer M. Mazur
Laura Minogue
Erin Elizabeth Moore
Ryan Nadberny
Kristin C. Profi
Kerry C. Quinn
Nicole M. Rivera
Amy F. Rosenbaum
Monica Saavedra

Melissa Schickler
Stephanie Sbeyon
Laura Silka
Bryn R. Sonin
Jessica Stephenson
Jessica Susman
Lisa Gail Tamburri
Selma Thompson
Jeffrey G. Tooker
Catherine Vanderboven
Raffaella Visone
Jamie Wabratz
Jessica Lynn Woblfeld
Kathleen Woodfin
Kenneth and Kathleen Doran Scholarship
This scholarship is given to encourage outstanding undergraduate students to enter the teaching profession.
Marlene Mitaly

Mary M. Briggs Scholarship
Awarded to a University at Albany senior who demonstrates financial need and who intends to pursue a career in teaching.
To be announced

James Unger Memorial Award
Established in memory of James Unger, alumnus. Awarded annually by the Department of Political Science on the basis of the best-written work in political science submitted by an undergraduate.
David T. Scheider, “Russia’s New Image at the End of Eurasia: Slow Economic Integration, Assertive Alliances and open Business Relationships”

Outstanding Achievement in the Field of Public Policy
Emil J. Bove III
Kristen E. Kruse

Pi Sigma Alpha, National Honor Society for Political Science
Graduating seniors
Peter W. Brusoe
Mary K. Dwyer
Joseph V. Elgeiser
Shauna F. Fisher

Hannelore F. Smith
Marisa A. Sotomayer
Tracey M. Stephen
Kevin Barry Sullivan
Martina J. Tooley

Phi Alpha Honorary Society of Social Work
To be announced

Friends of the Libraries Student Service Excellence Award
Awarded to a student assistant who has made an outstanding contribution to the University Libraries, while maintaining a solid academic record.
Emmanuel DeJesus
Karen Grimwood
Jillian Mazurek

Pritchard Award
Established by Miriam Snow Mathes in tribute of Martha Caroline Pritchard, the first director of the University at Albany’s Library School. Recipients of the award must be library/information science students working in the University Libraries and partners with a member of the library faculty working on a project or new initiative that leads to an improvement in the services of the University Libraries.
Karen Grimwood

Class of 1905 Bazzoni Fellowship
Established by Charles Bazzoni in his memory and that of his wife, Edith Vera Bazzoni, both of the Class of 1905. Awarded for outstanding achievement in the natural sciences.
To be announced
Class Scholarships (CONTINUED)

Class of 1936 and 1941 Scholarship
To support an undergraduate enrolled in the Academy of Initial Teacher Preparation in good academic standing and who has demonstrated financial need.
To be announced

Class of 1937 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to undergraduates who exhibit outstanding performance and a commitment to pursue their education for the benefit of humanity, in the field of teaching.
To be announced

Class of 1939 Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate student who exhibits outstanding academic performance and a commitment to pursue her or his education for the benefit of humanity.
To be announced

Class of 1952 Reunion Scholarship
Awarded annually in the name of one or more distinguished teaching faculty who were associated with the College for Teachers during some or all of the period 1948 to 1952, the undergraduate years of the Class of 1952. This scholarship is awarded to a student of either junior or senior undergraduate status who is outstanding in both academic and extra-curricular activities. This year, given to two students majoring in English, in honor and in the names of Professors Elnora M. Carrino, Frances L. Colby, Arthur N. Collins, Agnes E. Futterer, M.E. Grenander, Vivian C. Hopkins, Varly H. Lang, Shields McIlwaine, Catherine W. Peltz, Townsend Rich and Perry Westbrook.
Phillip DeVillamil  Elizabeth Rotundo

Class of 1956 Scholarship
To provide an annual scholarship to an undergraduate student enrolled in the Academy of Initial Teacher Preparation who is in good academic standing and who has financial need.
To be announced

Class of 1972 Scholarship
Established to help support an undergraduate student who is a sophomore and/or above, maintains a 3.0 GPA and has demonstrated financial need.
To be announced

Class of 1976 Scholarship
To provide an annual scholarship award to an undergraduate who is in good academic standing and actively participates in athletics and/or some other campus related extra-curricular activity.
To be announced

Class of 1979 Scholarship
To help support an undergraduate student who is in good academic standing and who has demonstrated extreme financial need.
To be announced
Class Scholarships

Class of 1980 Scholarship
To help support an undergraduate student who maintains a GPA of at least 3.0 and who demonstrates financial need.
To be announced

Class of 1981 Scholarship
Established to help support an undergraduate student who maintains a GPA of at least 3.5, has demonstrated financial need, is not receiving other scholarship assistance and is a resident of New York state.
To be announced

Class of 1985 Scholarship
To help support an undergraduate student who maintains a GPA of 3.0 and who has demonstrated financial need.
To be announced

Class of 1986 Scholarship
Established to help support an undergraduate who is in at least her/his sophomore year, possesses a GPA of at least 3.5 and has demonstrated financial need.
To be announced

Sesquicentennial Class Council Scholarship (Class of 1994)
To provide a merit-based scholarship to a person of senior class standing.
To be announced

DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES

John Barresi Memorial Scholarship
Awarded annually to a returning, disabled student who is a social welfare major and has a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
Denise Ellen Tuft

Michael Corso Award
Established in honor of Michael Corso, Class of 1983. Awarded to students with a GPA of 3.0 or higher, who have strong campus involvement and/or leadership experience, and have registered through the Disabled Student Services Office. The scholarship provides funds for expenses related to continued academic success and/or for the acquisition of equipment or adaptive technology.
Joseph Quinion

Michelle Macalalad Memorial Scholarship
Awarded annually to a blind or visually impaired student who has demonstrated both academic excellence and service to the University or the community.
Kirk Remekie

ENDOWED PRESIDENTIAL

Edward Gallatin B. Hudson Presidential Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Therese Wienecke Hudson, Class of 1932, a retired teacher, in memory of her husband. Awarded in association with the Presidential Scholars Program.
To be announced
ENDOWED PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
(CONTINUED)

Elena Rodrigues Anderson Presidential Scholarship
Awarded to a Presidential Scholarship recipient who maintains at least a 3.25 GPA. This scholarship is renewable up to four years. Established by Theodore C. Anderson, Esq. '82.
To be announced

Erica and Michael Olin Presidential Scholarship
Awarded to an incoming freshman who has shown extraordinary academic talent and who has demonstrated a high degree of motivation. Funds are intended to be applied to tuition, room, rent, board and books in order to relieve the recipient of the costs of her/his education as the scholarship is renewable up to four years. Established by Michael Olin '85, '86 and Erica Olin '86
To be announced

Evan Michael Zahn M.D. Presidential Scholarship
Established by Dr. Michael Zahn, M.D. '82. Awarded to either a junior or senior who is a member of the Presidential Honor Society and demonstrates a strong intention to work in health care. This scholarship is renewable.
To be announced

Arthur O. Eve Award
Named after former Deputy Speaker of the New York State Assembly who advocated for the Educational Opportunities Program for 36 years.
Glory Carrion

Carr Foundation Awards
Awarded annually to deserving EOP students.
Aura Urquia        Siqi Zhang

H. Patrick Swygert Educational Opportunities Program Academic Scholarship
Named after the University's 15th president, the award is given to an EOP student who exemplifies distinguished academic achievement and outstanding campus leadership.
Gregory Shafiro

Shana White Pathfinder Scholarship
Named after a deceased EOP student, the award is given to a student who has achieved high academic honors in spite of personal tragedies in her/his life.
Myrna Bridges

Vernon Buck Memorial Scholarship
Named after a former EOP director, the award is given to a junior who has excelled academically and has been involved in University activities.
Elaine Sanchez

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS
(CONTINUED)

Second Chance Scholarship
Funded by the Joseph N. Mastrangelo/Ralph C. Arnold Foundation and University faculty and staff. Recipients are economically disadvantaged students with respectable grade-point averages.

Glory Carrion
Sandra Cordova
Bruce Hayes

State University of New York Systems Administration Office of Special Programs Winners
Awards for SUNY Systems Administration’s Office of Opportunity to all undergraduate Educational Opportunities Program students who graduate with a 3.0 GPA or better at each of the 50 campuses with a New York State Certificate of Merit.

Carmen Acevedo
Najuyyah Ahmed
Orion Artis
Alfredo Balarin
Katisba Burt
Mario Carballera
Brandy Caughman
Cynthia Chan
Alex Chang
Brenda Chang
George Curi
Jennifer Escobosa
Erica Figueroa
Medgina Forestal
Johnye Jackson
Abel Lopez
Hector Lopez
Lolar Maye
Ricardo Perez
Michelle Quist
Devon Rene
Shaniqua Saxon
Loretta Slaughter
Shayna Smith
Danielle Staley
Vanderie Vieille
Zhuo Jun Wu

Ada Craig Walker Award
Established in 1940 by Captain William John Walker in memory of his mother, Class of 1871. Awarded for academic excellence and University service by a senior woman.

Agnes E. Futterer Memorial Scholarship
Established through the efforts of the Theatre Alumni Association to honor in perpetuity the memory of Agnes E. Futterer, professor of English and drama at the University from 1917 to 1959.

Albert N. Husted Fellowship Award
Awarded to a student with a strong interest and ability in teaching planning to pursue graduate study.

Edna Shafer MacAffer Psi Gamma Alumnae Association Award
Awarded to the woman who best typifies the ideals of Psi Gamma.

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Ada Craig Walker Award
Established in 1940 by Captain William John Walker in memory of his mother, Class of 1871. Awarded for academic excellence and University service by a senior woman.

To be announced

Agnes E. Futterer Memorial Scholarship
Established through the efforts of the Theatre Alumni Association to honor in perpetuity the memory of Agnes E. Futterer, professor of English and drama at the University from 1917 to 1959.

To be announced

Albert N. Husted Fellowship Award
Awarded to a student with a strong interest and ability in teaching planning to pursue graduate study.

To be announced

Edna Shafer MacAffer Psi Gamma Alumnae Association Award
Awarded to the woman who best typifies the ideals of Psi Gamma.

Stephanie Folley
Melissa Palmero
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS
(CONTINUED)

The Eleanor Rosalie Bazzoni 1906 Fellowship
Established by Charles Bazzoni in memory of his sister, Eleanor Rosalie Bazzoni. Awarded for outstanding achievement in English, French or German. This year, awarded to a student of French Studies.

Fadja Robert

Hazel English Ferris '32 Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Ferris, Class of 1932. Awarded in memory of Professor George Morrell York (Business) and Professor Agnes Futterer (Theatre) to outstanding students in these fields of study.

Tiffany Chan, Business
Aaron Hochbeiser, Theatre

Katherine Vario Endowed Scholarship
Established by the Vario family in memory of their daughter, a student at the University. Awarded to a woman entering her senior year who is preparing for medical or dental school.

To be announced

The Merlin W. Hathaway Memorial Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Eleanor Hathaway, faculty emeritus, in memory of Professor Merlin W. Hathaway, coach and athletic director. This scholar-athlete award is given for outstanding academic and athletic achievement, leadership, integrity and commitment to the University.

Emil F. Bove III
David Parks

Psi Gamma Alumnae Association, Inc. Scholarship
Established by Psi Gamma alumnae, this scholarship provides support to current Psi Gamma students, alumnae or descendents.

To be announced

Ralph Sidman Memorial Scholarship
Established by Mrs. Judith Sidman in memory of her husband, a former University at Albany employee. Awarded yearly to a student who has evidenced a commitment to community service and has completed at least 200 hours of volunteer work through the Community and Public Service Program.

Harriet Adjei

Robyn Fishelberg Memorial Scholarship
This award, established in 1993, is given annually in memory of Robyn Fishelberg, a UAlbany undergraduate student and Sigma Delta Tau sister, who passed away in 1992. The scholarship is intended to assist each year in the education of a UAlbany undergraduate woman who has demonstrated outstanding humanitarian qualities through her involvement in school activities and community service. The University thanks those individuals who helped to create this award and who have augmented its associated endowment, notably the Fishelberg Family and the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau Sorority.

To be announced
## GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

(CONTINUED)

University at Albany Women's Association Scholarship
Provides financial assistance to an undergraduate woman in either her junior or senior year, who maintains a minimum 2.5 GPA and who has attended the University for at least one year. Established by the University at Albany Women's Association.
*To be announced*

## GRADUATE AWARDS

### COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

**Department of Anthropology**

The Christopher DeCormier Scholarship Award
Established in memory of former student Christopher DeCormier. Awarded for outstanding achievement in the study of the Mayan language and culture under the direction of the Institute for Mesoamerican Studies.
*To be announced*

The David Scotchmer Memorial Essay Award
Given by the Institute for Mesoamerican Studies in memory of Dr. David Scotchmer, this award recognizes the best essay of publishable quality by a current graduate student in the field of Mesoamerican Studies.
*To be announced*

First Encounter Award, Department of Anthropology
Offered by the Institute for Mesoamerican Studies to new graduate students for writing significant essays or research reports on Mesoamerican topics and issues.
*To be announced*

**Department of Chemistry**

Arthur O. Long Teaching Assistant Award
Awarded to graduate students who have taught in one of the last two semesters. Awarded for dedication to and success in teaching and scholastic accomplishment.
*Jin Jin*

**Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences**

Narayan R. Gokhale Distinguished Research Scholarship Award
Awarded each year to the most outstanding and promising graduate student in the department for overall academic excellence and commitment to research in Atmospheric Science. The award commemorates the distinguished career of the late Professor Narayan R. Gokhale, who was the first chairman of the Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, and a world-renowned research scientist in cloud physics.
*Ralf M. Staebler, “Forest Subcanopy Flows and Micro-scale Advection of Carbon Dioxide”*

**Department of History**

Arthur A. Ekirch, Jr. Prize in American History
Established by Professor Emeritus Arthur A. Ekirch, Jr. Awarded annually to a graduate student who has produced an exceptional research paper in American History.
*Chad E. Pearson*
Arthur A. Ekirch, Jr. Prize in History
Established by Professor Emeritus Arthur A. Ekirch, Jr. Awarded annually to a graduate student who has produced an exceptional research paper in history. This prize is open to topics in all geographic areas.
Ben Croucher

Sherry Penney Prize
Established by Dr. Sherry Penney, a distinguished History Department alumna. Awarded to an outstanding graduate woman in the Department of History.
Laura Wittern-Keller

The C.L. Andrews Teaching Assistant(s) of the Year Award in Physics
Established in memory of Professor C. Luther Andrews.
Rabmi Bulk
Samya Zane

Allen E. Liska Dissertation Award
Awarded annually to a sociology graduate student who has successfully defended her or his dissertation proposal.
Dalia Abdel-Hady

Paul Meadows Excellence Awards
Established in memory of Professor and former Department Chair Paul Meadows. Awarded annually to sociology graduate students for excellence in either teaching or research.
Gabriel Aquino, for teaching
Melanie Hulbert, for teaching
Gayle Sulik, for research

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Awarded to a Women's Studies M.A. student who has demonstrated academic excellence and made important contributions to the University and larger communities.
Jennifer Champ

Graduate Recognition Award
Given to a Women's Studies M.A. student who combines academic excellence with significant contributions to women's communities.
Menoukha Case
Diane Gibaldi

Graduate Academic Achievement Awards
Soumava Adhya, Fulltime MBA Program
Steven M. Anderson, Weekend MBA Program
Danielle L. Blagus, MS2 Accounting
Lekeasha Hales, MS1 Accounting
Lynda K. Hobmann, Evening MBA
Andrew J. Maki, MS Taxation
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Harold L. Cannon Memorial Award
Established in memory of Professor Harold L. Cannon. Awarded for outstanding service and academic achievement by a first-year graduate accounting student.

Liqing Gong
Xi Kan

New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants Award – Graduate
Zhao Yu

Towers Perrin Award
Awarded to a first-year graduate student in the MBA program who is concentrating in Human Resource Information Systems.

To be announced

SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Distinguished Dissertation Award
To be announced

Frank J. Remington Prize for Interdisciplinary Study in Law and Social Science
Established by Professor Emeritus Fred Cohen in honor of Frank J. Remington. Awarded to a graduate student who shows unusual ability in, and commitment to, combining legal studies with social science in an interdisciplinary way.

Michael Weiss

Walter M. Francis Policing Award
Awarded to a graduate student who has achieved the most outstanding record in the study of policing.

Robert Kaminski

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Arvid J. Burke Scholarship
Established to honor Dr. Arvid J. Burke, Professor of Educational Administration, 1960-1971, to support graduate study in the School of Education.

Donna Berger
Karin Bump

Delta Omega Scholarship
Awarded to an outstanding female student enrolled in a teacher education program. This year, given in honor of Agnes Eleanor Futterer, Class of 1916.

Corinne Benn
Lynne Macko
Martha McAffrey

Gertrude Hunter Parlin Teacher’s Scholarship
Awarded to worthy and outstanding students who are prepared for and committed to a career in teaching.

Katie Burns
Heather Duval
Kim Prettyman
Andrea Cantasano
Sara Meixner
Jessica Segal

Malcolm E. Blum Endowment
Awarded to graduate or undergraduate students preparing for a career in education and enrolled in a teacher training program at the University at Albany.

Kimberly Ellison
Adrienne McCoy
Linda Kovel
Erin McGrath
NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND POLICY

Anna Boochever DeBeer Scholarship
Provides an annual scholarship or research award to graduate students in the field of Public Affairs or other areas of human relation.
To be announced

The Arthur and Maria Kelly Smith Scholarship
Awarded to a graduate student in Rockefeller College to encourage the advancement and study of responsive state government/governmental reform.
To be announced

Distinguished Dissertation Award
Brian Nickerson

Joseph and Helen Heikoff Endowment
Established to support a graduate student in financial need who is studying for a degree in Public Administration.
To be announced

Pi Alpha Alpha, National Honor Society for Public Administration
Graduating masters students
Stephanie P. Bosbart    David J. Friedfel   Lois June Utley
Claudio J. Campuzano   Christa R. Nyman   James W. Wezel
Stephanie I. Coon      Paul B. Shore

Robert S. Herman GSPA Graduate Stipend Fund
Supports a graduate student enrolled in the School of Public Affairs who demonstrates significant evidence of volunteer activities within a non-profit, charitable organization and demonstrates strong academic performance.
Joshua Hewitt

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Seth W. Spellman Award for Excellence in Scholarship and Distinguished Service
Established in recognition of the outstanding contributions that Professor Spellman, Dean of the School of Social Welfare from 1967-1985, made to the University at Albany. This award is presented annually to a student enrolled in the baccalaureate program or master's program in the School of Social Welfare who has demonstrated exemplary community leadership and service.
Lin Leavens
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES

BACHELORS DEGREES

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003

Adam M. Behr
Nicole S. Bellizzi
Dawn Nichole Belokeytsky
Vincent Michael Benacchio
Solange Nikia Benjamin
Christopher Benzon
Tami Marie Berdi
Alyson Sarah Berger
Scott A. Berger
Aritz Bermejo**
Mindy Robin Bernstein
Cara Marie Berry
Sarah R. Best*
Edward Keith Betty*
Amanda Teresa Bird***
David William Bishop
John A. Bitetti
Christopher Alan Blank
John Nathan Blanton
Michael Patrick Bleakley, Jr.
Steven Bloom***
Melissa R. Bohrow
Thomas James Boccard II
Viatcheslav Jurievich Boitchenko
Ryan M. Boland
Aimee Celeste Bollinger*
Nicole Helen Bonin
Rasheed Naeem Bonner
Mary Ann Borden***
Amy Lynn Boss
Lisa Anne Bottiglieri
Heidi Anne Bowen
Alisha Staci Bower
Marveilla Alexandria Bowman**
Lauren Elizabeth Boyce*
Jill Ann Bracco
Timothy T. Bray
Kathryn Theresa Breen
Thea Nicole Brewster**
Christina Ann Bricker
Kelly Laura Bridgett
Damon Marcus Brooks
Jodi Kim Brooks
Matthew Ray Brooks
Victoria Lynn Broomhead*
Elizabeth D. Brown
Lisa A. Brown
Jennifer Rose Bryant
William Arthur Bubenicek
Michael David Buchsbaum*
Nicole M. Budlong
Michael Jason Bulzomi
Kevin L. Burscuff*
Robert Harold Burgess, Jr.
Kerry William Burke
Michael H. Burke
Tiffany Burke**
Isaac Burker
Kristopher James Burnham
Katisha Jameka Burt
Aisling R. Caffrey**
Vanessa Ciazzo
Ricardi Calixte
Amanda Lee Cammer
Frank Campione
Diana Elizabeth Cannata
Andrea Jean Cantanso*
Diao Thuy Cao
Carl Vincent Caputo
Alicia Beth Carbone
Joseph Michael Carbone
Jennifer Carde*
Christopher Thomas Cardinale
John Martin Carlini, Jr.*
Kristin Maria Carlson***
Leslie A. Cartagena
Jennifer E. Carter
Christopher David Caruso
Steven Casamento
Erik Marie Casey*
Jason Lowell Cass**
Steven James Cassata*
Allyson Diana Castellano
Emilie L. Castiglione
Amanda Elizabeth Cauklins*
Gina Therese Cazzolli*
Brian S. Cechnicki**
Ali Chacko
Ryan John Champney
Brenda Chang
Dionysios Charvalos
Darlene Chase-Moessner***
Douglas Chung Chee
Yan Chen
Isaiah Jamel Cherry
William Chien
Jonathan A. Chodosh
Laura Ann Cholewa
Lori M. Christiano*
Kar-Suehng Chu
Sharon Chung
Lindsay Rae Gigal
Anthony Vincent Cimino
Anthony Cipriani
Mary Beth Clancy*
Courtney Anne Clark
Bryant Christopher Cocks
Megan Kara Cody
Erin S. Cohen
Jacob Alexander Cohen*
Jordan P. Cohen
Lisa Cola
Rebecca Mary Cole*
Kelli Ann Collins
Mary Jo Collins
Patrick Joseph Collins
Liane R. Colonna**
Charles Wilbur Comfort, Jr.
Margaret Mary Confrey
Catherine A. Conlin
Rebecca D. Conti*
Dana Elizabeth Contrino
Alexis M. Cooper
Jennifer Lynn Coppola
Leda C. Corea Yances
Corinne Marie Corey
Laura Ann Corigliano
Brian Timothy Corker
Vincent Daniel Corley
Stefanie Anne Cota
Joshua Daniel Coyne
Ruth Ann Crammond**
Tetsuya Dashana Cummings
Nicolette C. Curcio*
Nancy-Jo Cwiakala*
Toni Marie D'Alessandro**
Christopher Joseph D'Amore
Patricia K. Dabrowska**
Maria F. Dacev
Brenton Duda**
Jason Adam Dalaba
George Daniels
Lauren Ann Darman**
Tanya L. Davis***
Joseph A. DeAngelo
Melissa Ann Decatur
Dinnah Yurose Decatur
Emily Grace Decker
Kelly Lee Decker
Brian E. Degener
Jaime A. Degina*
Dara P. Deitch
Keith W. Delaney
Jennifer Lyn DeLeo*
Vincent J. DelGuidice
Rachel Della Ratta*
Edward Michael DeMaio
Stephan Michael Demyan
Teresa Ann Dente
Manojkumar Madhukant Desai*
Maxwell Anthony DeSieno
Jamie John Devany
Tiffany Hope Devendorf
Phillip J. DeVillami***
Gregory Joseph Devine
Vijai Selvi Priscilla Dhas
Chad William Diamontopoulos
Allison Marie DiAntonio
Hilda Mabel Diaz
Michelle Eileen Diaz
Laurie Anne Dickstein*
Nicole Andre DiGesare*
Vijay Dinakar***
Andrew Francis DiSabatino

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

Dominika Dmytrowski
Terilee Marie Dodge
Sean Patrick Donnellan
Stacy Dawn Donnelly **
Rachel Mota dos Santos
Shauna A. Douglas
Carmela M. Douglass
Christopher John Doyle
Danielle Marie Doyle **
Anne Marie Dozzi
Colin Denis Drowica
Laura Ellen Druck
Justin C. Duffell
Wyatt Matthew Dunn ***
Sheré Pamela Dunston
Joseph J. Dura
Danielle Marie Durand
Michelle Dorothy DuRoss ***
Heather Lynn Durval **
Jana A. Dvorin
Sarah Lauren Eachus
Akini Ebara
Soneta Edelman *
Daryl Jerome Edwards
Matthew Douglas Ehlinger **
Alan Jeffrey Eisenberg
Kenneth Mark Embhardt
Ilissa Amy Epstein
Jennifer Lynn Ercole *
Jennifer Escobosa
Liz Begoña Espinoza
Andrea Leah Espostio
Kranthi Eutica
Michael F. Evangelista
Amanda J. Evans
Eileen A. Evans
Stephanie Raquelle Fadlon *
Sarah Failla ***
Kelly M. Fairbanks
Elsa C. Fanizza **
Chip Fasciana
R. Tolulope Ohuneko Fasunlade
Michael P. Feigenbaum
Marcus A. Felder
Erica Lee Feldmaier **
Lindsay Elizabeth Ferdinand
Danielle S. Ferguson
Krystle Jennifer Fernandes
Jacqueline Marie Ferrara
Michelle Donna Fiasconaro
Ross Patrick Fielding
Erica Brooke Figueroa
Robert C. Figurski
Chris Fiorentino
Jacob Nathaniel Fisher
Janine Cathy Fisher
Leigh M. Fitzgerald *
Erin Marisa Flood
Wilfredo Florentino
Edward Andrew Flynn
Stephanie A. Fogarty
Stephanie Carole Foley *
Patrick Joseph Forde
Sean Robert Forony
Kevin Anthony Forrest
Berthyle Fortunat
Ian Matthew Franco
Emily Laurel Frederick
Jennifer Marie French
Vanessa Maria Friedlander **
Joseph Eli Friedman
Nicholas Gene Fusci
DeAnn Marie Fuller
Paul Samuel Fusco
Heather Emigh Galish **
Kimberly Cynthia Galka
John Joseph Gallagher
Bryan J. Gardner
Kerry L. Gecewicz *
Lauren Olivia Geminder
Michael Genkin ***
Michele Vanessa Gerardi
Joshua David Gershman
Jessica Lynn Geyer
Sammy Ghasabian
Toni M. Giacono *
Anthony Patrick Giampaolo
Theresa Melissa Giglio *
Christopher David Gilroy
Joseph R. Gilson
Helena Rochelle Gindi **
Stacy Beth Gitlin
Julie A. Glasser
Cory Matthew Gluckman
Kristen Leigh Gnerrre
Erin K. Goddard
Jana L. Goertz
Brett A. Gold
Jonathan Brett Gold
David Edward Goldberg
Jessica Lynn Goldsmith
Michael B. Golteche
Marilia Sousa Goncalves *
Jennifer Lauren Gonzalez
Randi Goodman
April Lucille Gopie
Diane Marie Gorecki
Kristen Gormley
Lori Jean Bonnie Gorski
Kimberly L. Grandy
Rebecca Jo Grant
Matthew Paul Greco *
John P. Green III
Kimberly A. Green
Peter William Green **
Erica Brooke Greenbaum **
Jason Carter Greenwood
Glenn William Greinke
Michael Edward Grimm
Jill Robin Grodofsky *
David Craig Grosshandler
Steven James Grovenger
Mylene K. Guantuc
Janine A. Guarascio ***
Philip Guastella
Brian S. Gunzl
Moises Orlando Gutierrez *
Nicole Daniell Haddad
Nicole Haff ***
Jenna Lynne Hagen *
Ashim B. Haja *
Daniel M. Halioua
Emily Jean Hall **
Robert McKenney Hall III
James E. Hallenbeck, Jr.
Tiffany A. Halpin
Keala Alverica Hamilton **
Nadia Yuneal Hamilton
Amy Beth Hammer *
Jeney Han **
Brett Hunter Handelman
Yanique S. Hanson **
Nathan Kyle Hardie
Christopher Matthew Harkinshin
Jeffy James Harrigfeld
Sarah Lynn Harrington **
Jermaine A. Harris
Kristen Jean Harris *
Shannon Lee Harrison
Erica Brooke Harvey
Trisha Lynne Hauser
Diana Patrice Hayes ***
Elizabeth Anne Heaton
Deanna Marie Hebert
Nichole Hedglin
Michael Joseph Helfman
Christy Hencken *
Daniel Alexander Hengel **
Robert Sheridan Henion III
Melissa Sue Hennecke *
Saras Tamesha Henry
Suzanne Marquerite Henson
Orlando Herrera
Jonathan R. Herrick
Steven M. Herrington
Jon Karl Herrmann
Adam Jason Hershom
Michael Scott Herskom *
Toni Marie Hillery
Jamie Nashonda Hilton
Holly Lynn Hitchcock
Joanna Lyn Hoban
Aaron William Hochheiser **
Christine Elizabeth Hogan
Casey Dan Holman
Francis J. Holzapfel
Jessica Ellen Hopkins ***
Michael Douglas Horn ***
Carly Lynn Horvath
Nicholas Michael Howansky
Jessica Lynn Hoyt
Brian Huba
Lawanda Sherice Hughes
Nicolette Ann Humphrey
Genora Lynn Hungerford
Tracee Jean Hunt
Deborah Lynn Huntzinger
Michael Joseph Hutton
Erica Lynn Hyams *
Brandy MacLean Ingersoll
Jessica Anne Insel *
Grace Ann Ioanna
Jaclyn Laura Ippolito ***
Kristin Marie Irwin
Kaori Ito ***
Keith Eric Jackson
Stacie Ilene Jacobson
Kara Maria Jaime
Erin T. Janetsky
Elissa D. Janofsky
Jennifer L. Jayne
Veronica Jean
Nikoile Dominique Jennings
Efrat Jerafi ***
Tenzin Jigme
Christopher Roland Jiran
Bennett J. John
Jeanine Elena John
Alex W. Johnson
Antione Ramon Johnson
Erica Lauren Johnson
Michael Paul Johnson *
Nekia Ténique Johnson
Tenelle Alesha Jones
Stephanie Nicole Jordan *
Alison M. Joseph *
Beckner Joseph
Meredith Jan Joseph *
Julie SohChung Jung *
Seung En Jung
Jordan Mulumba Kabuya
Louis Ross Kaiser
Jared Ross Kamen
Ethan Gregory Kaplan
Laura Beth Kapner *
Thomas Joseph Karl
Kanku Katsuura ***
Janet Kaufman ***
Kyle W. Kearley
Shawn Michael Keating

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

Jennifer Alicia Leary *
Joshua Adam Lang
Jessica Katharine LaFex
Michael Keith Lawrence
Danielle J. Lee
Natalie Lazarovits
Edward Lee
Scott R. Lawson *
William Douglas Laremore
Erin Michelle Lapayover
Michael L. LaMarche
Mary A. LaFountain ***
Melissa Kugelman *
Nadine Lea Lambo ***
Carin Kwon
Melissa Jane Kupferberg
Kimberly Renee Kotch
Kara Marie Kotowski **
Kevin Michael Krafft
Lindsay Joan Krakauer *
Walter Frederick Kramme
Christian Anthony Malanga **
Matthew Keith Magdits
Melanie Sara Malkin *
Robert J. Mahar *
Eva Marie Marsalise
Katrina Marshall
Alba Evelin Marte
Luz Divina Lopez
Nancy Tom McNeely
Alyssa Keri Navarro *
Bethany A. Nash
Joshua R. Nave
Justin M. Miazga *
Jereme Joseph Mergendahl
Joseph Andrew McGreevy
Jordan L. McGraw
Jennifer Mazur *
John R. Loughren
Jerome Brian Lowery
Astrid Marie Lowrie
Kelly Lynn Mahoney
Juliana Merlo
Alliance T. McKee
Lindsey S. McLaughlin
LeeAnn McLaughlin
Maxwell R. McVay
Camille Margaret McCarty
Jennifer M. Milewski
Janelle Miller
Jessica Lauren Miller
Morgan Ann Miller
Sheryl lene Miller
Tara Anne Miller
Timothy L. Miller
Erika Rachel Minkowsky **
Travis Palmer Minnaha
Laura Elizabeth Minogue **
Melissa A. Misconie
Marlene Renee Mitaly
John Pablo Mitchell
Yong Zhan Mo
Elendria Molina
Elizabeth Marie Monks
Ryan Orlando Monta
Suzanne Marie Montijo *
Erin E. Moore *
Patricia Dillon Moore
Abigail A. Morin
Raquel Leilani Morales
Kathryn K. Moreen
Amanda AeReen Morey
Sara Alyson Morganstern
Kara Marie Morhous *
Stephen Christopher Morroco ***
Martine Charmaine Morris
Erie Erin Morrison
Kristin Paula Mound
Michael Paul Mueller
Adam Muhs
Joseph William Mulligan *
Robert John Mulligan *
Christine A. Mullin *
Frank Anthony Multari
Chelsea Kathleen Murphy
Debra Theresa Murphy
Michael John Murphy
John Thomas Murphy, Jr.
Erin Elizabeth Murray
Jamie Muscarella
Ryan Joseph Nadherny
Aimara P. Mora
Nicholas Joseph Neall
Kurt Jon Neser
Adam Russell Neubart **
George Bitar Nicholas *
Kristen E. Nicholas
James George Nickan *
Huajuan Nie
Karen Y. Nieuchowicz
Cindy Nigro *
Tracy Ann Nilsen
Michelle Nis
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

Jennifer L. Phoenix
Jacqueline Anne Pollock
Jason F. Porter
Amy D. Platt
Brandon R Pines
Cristina Marie Poggi
Michael Warren Phillips
Julio Ceasar Paneto
Marissa Ann Poletti
Shari Beth Pick
Mark Spencer Phillips
Kimberly Patricia Phillips
Mark Spencer Phillips
Michael Warren Phillips
Jennifer L. Phoenix
Adelle Lucie Piccirillo
Shari Beth Pick
Wendy Vanessa Pineda
Brandon R Pines
Amy D. Platt
Cristina Marie Poggi
Marissa Ann Poletti
Jacqueline Anne Pollock
Elizabeth Ann Pope
Jason F. Porter
Chantal Marie Portwine
Lauren Posner
Melissa M. Poux
Tyler J. Powell
Rebecca Lynne Powers
Kathii Leigh Prate
David Thomas Pratico
Jill Lauren Prescott
Michael James Presto
Colleen Ann Prior
Kristin Claire Prof.
Maris Lauren Pupps
Robert Howard Quinn III
Kerry Clair Quinn
Anthony Luis Quintana
Michelle Donna Quist
Neil Lawrence Rabinowitz
Jerome A. Raiani, Jr.
Rita Ramachandran
Vidya Saraj Ramdeen
Rita E. Ranieri
Jennifer Leigh Rasco
Catherine Elizabeth Rauchet
William Justus Raup
Megan Fennin Reavey
Michelle Erica Rechenberg
Terasa Marie Reddix
Veronica Lynn Reed
Douglas Scott Reid
Sarah Ann Reinhardt
Matthew Carl Rennells
Gerard C. Renner
Barry Glenn Rebblatt
Louis A. Reyes, Jr.
Christina Renee Rheingold
Christopher Michael Rialle
Carla Marie Ricciardone
Aimee Lynn Richards
Bradley Mark Richards
Christopher Robert Richards
Ronnie R. Riemer
Beth Merritt Rifkin
Tara Maureen Rinaldo
Christopher Joseph Ritchey
Karen Alicia Ritchie
Dara Beth Ritter
Kevin Richard Rivenburg
Angelia Bridget Rivera
Nicole Marie Rivera
Jessica Jean Rivers
Shannon Marie Roach
Winston N. Roberts
Jessica Michelle Robin
Gina Marie Rocco
Ryan Alan Rockfeller
Eliani Marie Rodriguez
Jamie Ricardo Rodriguez
Justin M. Rodriguez
Shane Jaret Roer
Christian Kuchler Rohrer
Roger Anthony Rojas
Brian Dennis Roland
Edward J. Roloson
Robert Thomas Romano
Kevin D. Rooney
Amanda Meyers Root
Lisa Sheres Rose
Joelle Louise Rosen
Amy Faith Rosenbaum
Mara Allyson Rosenblatt
Joshua M. Rotenberg
Bruce Wayne Rothstein
Elizabeth Ellen Rotundo
Timothy Patrick Roty
Avannie M. Rowe
Roniga E. Rowe
James Michael Ruiz
Leonardo Ruiz
Zacharias D. Russell
George A. Ruth, Jr.
Colleen M. Ryan
Kensy Lee Ryan
Sean David Ryan
Todd Daniel Ryan
Elliot Saavedra
Monica Saavedra
Mary Elizabeth Sagristano
Mark Louis Sagula
Tomoko Saho
Kumiko Sakaguchi
Michael Ross Sanger
Joshua David Santarcangelo
Kristin Jade Santobello
Myriam G. Santos
Melissa Suzanne Sardella
Kristen Joy Sarlo
Brooke Lynn Sauerman
Amy Anne Savicky
Karanjit Singh Sawhney
Melissa Stacey Saxon
Shaniqua Nequell Saxon
Paul Frank Sayer
Scott Frederick Sayre
Robert Stephen Seamardella
Andria Nichole Scarchilli
Eric Paul Schantz
Jamie Elizabeth Scherer
Jason Harris Schlesinger
Geoffrey Alan Schmeltzer
Heather Anne Schneider
Jennifer Marie Schroekenthaler
Eleanor Marie Schul
Erich Jason Schurz
Monica Lynn Schurr
Lauren F. Schwartz
Bryan Michael Scimeme
Karen Elizabeth Sciubba
Amy Rose Scott
Manu Joy Sebastian
Soumaya Sekhhaou
Alyson Heather Seelick
CaTlin S. Segar
Gisselle Segui
Deborah Laura Seiden
Jessica Elaine Sepulveda
Melissa Justine Shanahan
Sherie Isa Shaw
Jordana Pamela Shay
Erin Marie Shea
Brian Keith Shear, Jr.
Allison Beth Shectman
Andrea Lynn Sheeran
Heather M. Sheldon
Jason Thomas Sherman
Stephanie Anne Sheyou
Edward William Shultz
Joseph Charles Shutter
Laura Jean Silva
Neal David Silverstone
Lauren Beth Simon
Brian Donohoe Simons
James Simons
Jennifer Rae Sipowicz
Mark William Skanes
Rebecca Anne Skerker
Richard C. Sladich
Yvette Joy Slater
Caroline Theresa Slovak
Sharon Small
Coree Kimberly Smart
Amber Kathryn Smith
Darleen Ellen Smith
Michelle Marie Smith
Nigunde S. Smith
Qiana Terin Smith
Shayna Anika Smith
Tiffany R. Smith
Jonathan Seth Smoller
Amy Beth Snider
Bernadette Ann Socha
Kelly Ann Solan
Joyce Lynn Solberg
Laura Regan Solomon
Bryn R. Sonin
Christine Soto
Jesmarie Soto
Robyn Michelle Spieler
Lindsay Michelle Spitz
Stephanie Lynn Sprout
Wadler St. Jean
Jason James St. Pierre
Danielle M. Staley
Jennifer Marie Stall
Sarah Beth Stallone

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude
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Christine Marie Stammatis
Jamy Lynn Stammel *
Erin Marie Stanley
Elizabeth Ann Stasio ***
Christine Ann Stea *
Nicholas Aaron Steinbock-Pratt ***
Vanessa Diana Stephenson
Andrea Lynn Stigliano ***
Daniel Sharpe Stimac
Heather L. Streeter **
Ian E. Strenkowsk *
Michael Sullivan
Kanako Sumida
Jonathan Sundack
Aaron R. Superfin
Paul Joseph Surowich
Megan M. Swambank
Angel Marie Swartzott
Richard Anthony Sweeny
Anton Xavier Sylvester
Dawn Marie Symmonds **
Gail Rochelle Szpajzman
Olivia Linda Szwalb
Joseph James Szygiel
Andre Thompson
Stephanie Lynn Tito
Linda Marie Trojan
Michael J. Trotta
Rory P. Tully
Karen Ann Tworek
Jessica A. Urtnowski
Sarah Marie Urtnowskki
Jill Marie Utter **
Kimberly Marie Valligny
Amanda C. Venezza **
Edward Joseph Verhoff
Vair Vichman
Vanderie Ann Viele
Rosalynd Demesa Vikara
Kristen E. Villa
Nicole Visalli
Raffaella R. Visone *
Tayongvatanakit
Michael S. Wale
Christina Antiniqua Wallace *
Jennifer A. Wallace
Jennifer Marie Walling ***
Jacqueline Ruth Ward
Matthew Joseph Waskovics
Dannielle Ann Watson
Chad D. Waxman
Annee Joan Weaver *
Meghan L. Weber
Valerie Marie Webster
Dean Michael Wegweiser
Hanna Chaya Weintraub
Naomi Mara Weiseltberg
Marie L. West
Matthew Justin Westhoff
Laura Anne Wheeler *
Eric Michael White *
Nerrissa A. White
Ashley Erin Whittamore **
Shafira T. Wiggins *
Grace E. Wiley
Timothy Stanley Wilkinson
Elizabeth Maria Willard
Theresa Lynn Willey
RachelAnn Williams
Lisa Rae Williman
Laura Jeanette Wimer *
Marilyn Winchester
Kristin Elizabeth Wing
Gabrielle Winkler **
Jonathan Bradley Wolf
Amy Louise Wolfe
Jade Nichole Wolfman ***
Hang Wong
Kathleen Anne Woodin ***
Andrea M. Worch
Kristy Helene Wortmann
Candice Marie Wren
Timothy Charles Wright **
Zhao Jun Wu
Maki Yamaguchi *
Michelle Louise Yates **
Brandon E. Young
Lavina E. Young
Hee Ashley Yun *
Leidy Diana Zapata
Sara Parvin Zeejah
Amber Zeglen
Hui Zhao
John Victor Zigler
Steven Eric Zimberg
Cindy Beth Zimmerman
Jodie Beth Zornick
Amy Nichole Zackerman
Michele Laura Zackerman *

Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 18, 2003

William Louis Adamczak **
Thomas Upton Ahearn
Neelam Almas Ahmed **
Jennifer Ann Argentieri **
Anthony Erumunself Ayewah
Humuyan Hussain Baig
Kadija Bakary
Kerri Regina Bender
Mark A. Bessette
Elizabeth Theresa Bevilacqua
Kelly Lynne Birmingham ***
Audrey Nicole Bowman *
Bonnie H. Brenton
Jason Jeffrey Brucker ***
Angela Marie Bush **
Chrystal Mac Butler
Yasmine Alicia Caesar *
Nicole J. Caiassa
Ferdinando Cammarotta
Seth Benjamin Carrier **
Keith Walter Carmill ***
Jennifer Renée Cayson
Christina Cerrone
Kyle Harold Chadwick
Miguel Chang
Hee-Jin Chung
Patricia Ann Clark *
Tricia-Leigh Clark
Jeffrey Albert Kendrick *
Michael Thomas Kiefer ***
Harvey B. Kircher III
Jennifer Lynn Knott *
Hai Tin Kong ***
Dara Corinne Kotzker
Joseph Robert Kravitz
April Teresa Kuryluk
Matthew Ryan LaCerasa
Deborah Anne Lanaway
Luca Lauricella
Sung-Ho Lee ***
Kathryn Anne Lemery ***
Heather Simone Levitas
Rebecca Grace Lewis *
Wei Feng Li
Yuan Zhang Li *
Jennifer Faith Lorino
Matthew Clayton Lubera
Timothy Lutz

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude
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Daniel Robert Sobeck
Karl Henry Sobylak
Daniel Russell Sokac
Nicholas Sean Southworth
Erin Marie Stanek
Alison Marie Steward
Naron Kirt Stewart
Russell J. Stout, Jr.
Jason K. Stuart
Thomas C. Sullivan *
Raymond Anthony Szczepanski
Vikas Tahiliani
Stanley Tam
Praeven Tamvada
Travis Michael Tarver
Claudwardyne Alexis Thevenin *
Mohammed Mustafa Tokh ***
Christopher David Tretter
Tyler Tseng
Justin Turner **
Mayumi Ueno ***
Francis J. Van Valen **
Cheryl Lynn Verdile
Timothy John Villarano **
Elizabeth Churchill Loving Vito
Jessica Lynn Wakefield
JoAnna Marie Wawrzyniak
Stephanie Ann Weil ***
Erik Mark Weiler *
Gregory Lucas West **
Daniel Jay Whang
Truek Tomekia White *
Carrie Lynn Wilsey **
Karen Yeh
Foon Sing Yung
John G. Zhong

Johannes Emmanuel Benjamin III **
Angelita Beran
Amy Paula Berg
Ronny L. Bernstein *
David Seth Birnbaum
Robert Francis Blair **
Sara Lindsay Blaney
Trevor Mark Blumenfeld **
Adam M. Bodenstein **
Sabel Bong *
Edward Charles Braunstein *
Colin M. Brennan *
Mary Brophy **
Paul F. Bruno
Jason Broska
Amicah A. Bullen ***
Jennifer Elizabeth Busch **
Eileen P. Byrwa *
Scott Michael Cahill **
Sibel Cakir **
Sandra Ninnette Carrera *
Keith Ian Cassidy
Brandy L. Caughman *
Nancy Luttonmediou Cavanaugh
Sari Beth Chail **
Cindy Chan ***
Cynthia Lynn Chan
Alex K. Chang *
Eric L. Chang *
Judy Chang **
Thomas Chang
Jerrol Bernard Charles **
Herman C. Cheung
Natasha Marie Chin
Jeffrey Wah Chiou **
Jun Hoem Cho
Dionisios Christoforatos *
Courtney Ann Ciccone
Danielle Ciolfio *
Elliott Towers Clarke ***
Gregory John Coburn
Christine Lee Consolato
Kelly M. Cunningham **
Rosario D. Curto
James D’Amico III ***
Tara Rae Davis
Eric J. De Santis ***
Mary Terese DeAngelo **
Michael Patrick Dease
Jennifer E. DeFazio
Christine Lyn DeFerrari ***
Kimberly Devine
Marissa Dimitri
Jadyn M. Dobin
Ryan Patrick Donovan **
Robert M. Dolan *
Tom C. Donato
Erin Marie Dowd ***

Joshua A. Drucker *
Daniel F. Duffy *
Timothy Sailer Duffy
William G. Dunkerton
Marie Fabiola Duré ***
Carmelissa D’Arielle Edwards
Ryan Michael Edwards
Vickie Esfathioiu
Jean Marie Eitzmann *
Scott Michael Escudero *
Lily Theresa Estrada
Michael Joseph Fanelli **
Adam William Farragher **
Erin Alexis Farstad *
Lauren Elizabeth Fazio *
Brian J. Fedorczak
Jonathan Howard Feiler
Rovena J. Fernandez
Charles Ferrari
Maria L. Ferrucci *
Jesse Eric Fisher
Anastasiya Forin *
Benjamin Michael Friedman
Jason Lee Friedman **
Robert Gabriel *
Chris M. Galka *
Vanessa M. Gambelunghe ***
Laurie Therese Garbarino *
Joelle Marie Garguilo
Erika R. Gee *
Daniel I. Ghelich *
Nathan William Giesselman ***
Nicholas J. Giordano *
Christina Sonia Gonzalez
Scott Lawrence Gordon *
Andrew Stephen Goyer
Christina Ann Gray *
Michael Joseph Greklek *
Karl F. Greven *
Yelitsa Grinshpun ***
Adam Joseph Grogan
Byron Hakimi *
Catherine Elizabeth Hamel *
Boume Han *
Megan E. Hannigan
Richard Scott Helmsrich *
Brandon Erik Hemmerich **
Bryce Aaron Hicks *
Chade Thomas Hillburn ****
Sarah E. Hobbs **
Loretta Marie Holmes ***
Jeffrey Maddon Hulbert *
Lauren Ann Humenick
Jamar E. Inness
Tabenyang Menn Iyok
Johnnye M. Jackson
Morgan Whitney Jackson *
Taneve E. Jafari

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003

Kevin James Abrams **
Erika M. Adkins
Jonathan William Affe
Alexis W. Alayon
Roberto Felipe Alfaro
Peter Archibald
William Christopher Arzenis
Gudmundur Pall Atlanson
Barikisu Bako
Hooman Banafsheh **
Jacqueline L. Battista
Farbod Bazargan-Lari
Alan Justin Beach
Robert James Beisler
Heidi Ann Berniss

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

Seril James *
Trisha Melanie James *
L'eryn Shaleigh Jones *
Elizabeth Joseph *
Jaya S. Joshi *
Dennis Joy
Donna Kalker
Joannis Kareklas ***
Michael S. Kashani ***
Joshua Aaron Kashanian
Anna Kats *
Jeffrey David Katz ***
David Michael Kaufman
Jeremy Kaufman *
Joanna A. Kaufman
Arthur Kenigstain
Kevin Edward Kiely
Edlin Kim
Elitar. J. Kim **
Emily M. Kindt
Scot R. Kohel *
Nina Plamenova Kovatchev
Anastasia Rozé Kowal **
Jason R. Krause
Aron Zeke Kressner *
Yiu Man Kung *
Jodi Dee Kwiatkowski
Michael David La Barge **
Laurie Lam
Valerie Lau
Su-Ho Lee
Youcen Lee *
Grzegorz Leoniuk
Imry Levy **
Jessica C. Lewis *
Nadjia Limani *
David Scott Lipka
David R. Liriano
Susan LoPiccolo
Keri Lee Luca
Joana M. Lucashuk ***
Christopher Kevin Lupo *
Ryan S. MacLean **
Mark Yukio Madden
Daniel Joseph Magnus *
Jarett Adam Maiden
Hector Maja ***
Fabrice D. Malette **
Salvatore Mannarino **
Justin Robert Marino ***
Levi Joseph Mayer ***
Nicholas Adam McElroy *
Sean Patrick McFadden *
William Mejia
Scott Meltzer
Jessica Ann Miller *
Evita Faue Monterey *
Sean Andrew Moran **
Mohamad Husam Mustafa *
Selina Nanoo *
Samuel Nassi ***
Benjamin Ng *
Christopher J. Nocella *
Brendan T. O'Regan **
Claudy Ocean *
Atsushi Ogawa *
Ana Maria Oglivie *
Kerrie Ellen Owen **
John Anthony Pankovcin
Christian Daniel Parisi
Kristielyn Parisi **
Grace Inae Park *
Ava-Gaye Tamar Parkes
Lorraine Marisa Parris **
Gerald John Pascarelli
Anthony Paul Passarella **
Ryan Matthew Patton *
Michael Perlman
Alvia Nadine Persaud **
Michael Robert Petaeni
Violeta Jovo Petjevic *
Ryan W. Pettus
Jaison Philip
Gregg A. Pinto *
Manuela M. Pistorino *
Chad Haron Plaines
Brian S. Price **
Maria Fernanda Proaño *
Richard Karl Prou *
Jaclyn Rose Pryor *
Christopher Todd Rabie*
Matthew Elliott Redden
Sandra Jane Rezvin *
Catherine Rebecca Rizzo ***
Maureen Elizabeth Roberts
Renée R. Rocker **
Susanna A. Roif ***
Michael S. Rosenstock **
Rebecca Marie Russo
Matthew James Salerno *
Michael D. Salerno *
Keri Michele Santamoura *
Matthew Joseph Scalo
Allison R. Schmidt **
Jennifer Rose Schwartz *
Jonathan Ian Schwartz
Sloan Courtney Sehr
Matthew Jeffrey Seltzer
Yandwa Y. Shamapande
James M. Shelley ***
Daniel Shneyder
Lisa Beth Shulman *
Particia Ann Siragusda *
Gibi Chamakalayal Skariah
Luke Ryan Smith *
German A. Soto *
Amber Coreen Spatola ***
Robert J. Stabile *
Jessica Michelle Staniszewski ***
Peter Craig Starr
Erica Robyn Strausman
Katie Ann Strouse
Jordan M. Strump
Ann Florence Strumpf
Kristen C. Sullivan *
Bryan Robert Szczurowski
Eric William Szczurowski
Yan Chi Sze
Michael L. Tacredci *
Matthew A. Tempia
Joseph Thomas Thurston
Charlie Tiu *
Michal Tkaczyk
Alethea Tomapat **
Pamela A. Toscano *
Brian David Townsend
John Michael Trachtenberg
Kenneth R. Trier
Anastasios E. Tiniozou ***
Panayiotis E. Tiniozou **
Pierre J. Vaillant
James R. VanDemark **
Ignacio Veras *
Scott Lorenzo Vrancich *
Jason H. Wachtler *
Jamie-Lynn Weaver
Oren Weis
Tara Beth Weiss
Stephanie M. Wexler
Abigail M. Wharff *
Denetra Dora Williams
Isiaiah Michael Williams *
Karen M. Williams
Jennifer Beth Winters **
Melissa Sue Witt ***
Kevin Wong **
Jesse Cristine Wright **
Matthew Wuthenow *
Hyun Woo Yi
Doris Yip *
Reene Y. Yue
James Bryan Zacccone
David Benjamin Zager **
Jun Zhao
Katrina Zilberman *
Todd Evan Zuckerman *

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude

SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

BACHELOR OF ARTS

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003
Charity Rose Anderson
Seon A. Bagot
Laura Nicolle Bayard-Clement
Irene René Pirigiotis Borkin
David George Burch, Jr. **
Alyson Leslie Dean *
Joseph John DeBold
Eric J. Erhardt *
Craig Thomas Faye *
Lafarah Sharmeen Frazier
Itasha V. Hilton
Scott David Hughes *
Stanley Joseph Janczak
Kimberly Ann Jenkins
Kevin Michael Keene
Nancy Kim ***
Mike David Kingsbury
Pamela A. Moniz **
Kevin O'Donnell Patton
Matthew Adam Perfetti *
Christine Frances Predergast
Angela Christene Pruitt
Basil C. Puglisi
Justin T. Quinn
Jody Ann Reid *
James L. Rexford ***
David Ari Rhein
Norah Caroline Riviello
Camella Savin *
Joshua Gerald Sletty *
Kelley Ann Simon **
Susan Elizabeth Skerker *
Lindsay Marie Slavetskas
Monique Jean-Nicole Smith
Kevin Michael Ullrich ***
Jessica Lydia Vergas
Scott Edward Weigand *
Ammar Yousuf *

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION SCIENCES AND POLICY

BACHELOR OF ARTS

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003
Jacqueline L. Abate
Alex Adasi
Matthew Robert Albanesi
Michael Joseph Allard
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Candidates for May degrees are listed as of May 1, 2003. No changes in status could be made after that date. August and December 2002 graduates were listed in the December program. Honors for May degree candidates were computed using the cumulative grade-point average as of December 20, 2002, and a projection that the student will have earned 56 or more credits at Albany, of which a minimum of 40 credits are A-F graded. Official honor status will be recalculated when Spring 2003 grades are recorded and will appear on the diploma.

*** Summa Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.75 or above
** Magna Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.50-3.74
* Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.25-3.49

BACHELOR'S DEGREES

Candidates for Degrees

MAY 18, 2003

Allan Robert Alleyne
Tiffany N. Alston *
Gina Marie Aviles
Alfredo D. Balarin
Sabrina Lisa Boune-Aneau *
Emil Joseph Bove ***
Cassandra Anne Brekke
Peter William Brusoe ***
Karim Ann Buff
Roger A. Cifuentes
Jared Adam Cohen *
Titus J. Cramer-Gomez
Richard W. Curri
Victoria Kate Curtis
Kevin Russell Davies **
Adriana C. De Leon
Todd E. Ditrapani
Mary Katherine Dwyer **
Joseph Victor Elgeiser **
Jennifer Lauren Fiorato
Shauna Foley Fisher ***
Rebecca Claire Fredman **
Nelsida Mercedes Fries
Robert William Gallo
Amanda Danielle Gentle
Eric Michael Geoffroy *
Giacomo Giglio
Jennie Rose Goldston
David Lawrence Greenberg
Jonathan A. Grippo **
Ruth Elizabeth Hamilton
Jacqueline Kelda Harvey *
Joshua T. Hewitt **
Daniel Howard Hoffman
Justin Andrew Hogan
Kyle J. Hosier ***
Adam Charles Hover
Christopher M. Imperioli ***
Eugene Izraylit ***
Christine Ann Janey
Marjorie Jimenez
Daniel Curtis Kinne
Mark Richard Krause
Kristen Elizabeth Kruse ***
Olivia Sunshine Giovanni Leach
Pascale Lynn Leone *
Christopher Ross LeSauvage
Jessica Jeanne Lyons **
August Adam Melish
Jason Paul Montgomery
Takayuki Mori
Timothy Michael Mynett *
Kurt S. Norman
Elizabeth Oliver
Rachel Elizabeth Ortiz
Hailee Quinn Osterer
Erin May Park
Morgan Nicole Qualls
Christine M. Quinn
Jessica A. Reinhardt *
Crystal Rose Ricciuti
Jackie Lynne Rhodes
Alexandra Jacqueline Rodriguez **
Mark Potenciano Rodriguez
Jeffrey Brian Rosenblum
Stephen C. Rut
Matthew Daniel Ryan **
Andrea Lisa Saccucci
Ian Santicola ***
Ryan Santicola ***
David Schneider *
Athanasios T. Sgouras
Nelson A.
ROCKEFELLER
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND POLICY

Bachelor of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003

Shanelle Antoinette Tolmin
Katie Marie Wacht
Kerry John Walker
Amanda Suzanne Wilber
Jeremy Dennis Wood
Kenny Yip
Lida A. Zarrour
Anne K. Zimmerman

Nelson A.
ROCKEFELLER
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND POLICY

Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003

Edwin Selkirk Andrews **
Jason A. Andriano
Matthew Philip Andrzejewski
Elizabeth Kathleen Bascetta
Samson William Weston Brown
Jeffrey B. Carvajal
Christopher Michael Cerkvenik
Jeffrey Lawrence Chan
Jing Chen
Beth Cohen
Jo-Laine Alethea Duke
Chris S. Ela
George James Giabanis
Michael Thomas Ginese
Sheldon J. Goddard
Scott David Gultz
Michael Andrew Hartman
Eric Dale Hermans
Matthew J. Hesse **
Wing Kwong Ho
Kosuke Horie
Wen Hao Eric Hung
Evon Frank Joe
Drew T. Karmitz
Howard C. Konopko
Peter Matthew LaMonica ***
Steven Leung
Chia Ying Liu
Matthew David Mariconi
Christopher Lawrence McGrath
Chrysalis Aliya Mercer
Justin Hall Mizelle
Mindy No
Edward Onkaspol
Vincent Bilello Pacione
Seema Patel
Nathalia Isabel Peralta
Ricardo Perez
Hilary E. Peterson
Alexander Pimentel
Sarah Marie Rich
Matthew Allen Rose
Michael Isaac Rosen
Nicholas Michael Salony
Charles William Schneider
Nicole Strain
Ronny Tabak
Samir Thapa

Brian Christopher Shaw
Timothy Ryan Sheehan
Sunny Singh **
Hannelore F. Smith ***
Marisa Alejandro Sotomayor ***
Tracey Melissa Stephen ***
Kevin B. Sullivan **
Justin Kirk Teraia
Charles Henry Thornton
Martina J. Tooley ***
John Michael Torregrossa
Michael Thomas Uenzki
Stephanie Lynn Valerio
Pedro Antonio Velez
Travis Scott Wattie *
Benjamin Adam Young

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Bachelor of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MAY 18, 2003

Jennifer J. Alexander *
Rachel L. Baldwin **
Tracey Christine Brimmer **
Jeanne Patricia Callahan
Kathleen Mary Canfield ***
Sara Renee Capuano ***
Sandra Evelyn Cordova
Lisa A. Ferretti ***
Helen A. Hokula
Bianca Lynn Inman *
Victoria Lynn Kuilema
Monique Ann Marshall
Maryann McCarthy
Elizabeth Jean McNerney
Laurie Beth Morosco *
Tammy Lynn Nason *
Kristi Jo Palmer
Mary F. Rainey ***
Jennifer Beth Rescigno *
Laura Ann Smith **
Nadia Surin *
Louisa Jau Thomas
Rebecca Lynn Weidman **
Barbara Sue Wilson ***

GPA INFORMATION

Candidates for May degrees are listed as of May 1, 2003. No changes in status could be made after that date. August and December 2002 graduates were listed in the December program. Honors for May degree candidates were computed using the cumulative grade-point average as of December 20, 2002, and a projection that the student will have earned 56 or more credits at Albany, of which a minimum of 40 credits are A-F graded. Official honor status will be recalculated when Spring 2003 grades are recorded and will appear on the diploma.

*** Summa Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.75 or above
** Magna Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.50-3.74
* Cum Laude - signifies a cumulative grade-point average of 3.25-3.49
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

MASTER'S DEGREES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

John Douglas Agee
Jonnee Alexander
Evelyn Nyeshu Alfred
Anthony Edwin Anadio
Alan Edward Angelo
Stella Apostolidis
Gabriel Aquino
Joseph Martin Balducci
Penelope Benson-Wright
Nicole Faye Bertrand
Ingrid M. Bircann-Barkey
Tahira Morenike Bland
Jill Cheryl Sabsevitz
Jill Shannon Moffett
Jan Elizabeth McCormick
Jing Lei
Jaime King LaMarche
Jungmin Lee
Jody Gail Grieco
Jennifer Beyea Jones-Wise
Matthew Kenneth Kane
Christopher Bryan Kemnah
Jessica Kathleen Kemper

David William Kennedy
Vanessa Kenon-Hunt
Gregg R.J. Kiehl
Emily Anne Kohler
Ophira L. Kover
Jaime King LaMarche
Richard B. Langdon
Mark F. LaVigne
Jungmin Lee
Jody Gail Grieco
Jennifer Beyea Jones-Wise
Matthew Kenneth Kane
Christopher Bryan Kemnah
Jessica Kathleen Kemper

Louis Edward Stelling
Juliette Stevens
Tamara N. Stovall
Justin Charles Stuck
Blle Tape
Ajay Thomas
Nicholas Gregory Thomas
Matthew E. Tiernan
Michael Tyris Tillotson
Emily Elizabeth Trieval
Rafael Vásquez, Jr.
Liang Wang
Man Wang
Rebecca Helen Waysek
Nicholas Paul Weiss
Shannon Elizabeth Wilcox
Mark David Wolfe
Christy Diane Wyatt
Louis Pascal Yapo
Oliver Robert McFarlane Yates
Chawewen Yanjirr
Mary Jane Alba Zanelli
Yongzhen Zhang

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Ananta Raj Adhikari
Mohammed Shakir Ali
Saleem A. Ali
Stefan Bagnato
Charles K. Barnes
Renee Yvonne Becker
Theodore Edward Beisler
Steven Peter Consiglio
Matthew John Czikowsky
Steven Matthew Hay
Jeremy David Hinck
Muhammad Jamil
Dan Hong Li
Yuyan Liao
Yongzhen Zhang

Certification of Advanced Study in Public History

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003

Ellen Ronnlund

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Danielle L. Blagus
Hongwei Chen
Choi Ying Downes
Ole Gerdau
Lekeasha N. Hales
Amanda Sue Keller
Juri Kondratev
Ngai Ching Lam

Nicole Lyn Zevotek
Johannes Matthias Ziroff

Master of Fine Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Laura Frare
Marsha Marie Gregory
Virginia A. Lupi
Jenny McShan
Stéphén D. White

Master of Regional Planning

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Jesse Day
Jeremy Scott Evans
Sherise L. Gilmore
James R. Horton
Sandra Diane Jobson
Christopher W. Kanz
Kathleen Tracy Maynard
Donald Meltz
Sreekumar E. Nampoothiri
Susan Colleen Olsen
Charles J. Philion
Timothy James Reidy
Brian Andrew Ross
Lori Ann Shirley
Jason Todd Swaggart
Dehui Wei
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Xue-Hui Li
Migena Lika
Xuejing Liu
Qianning Ma
Andrew John Maki
John David McCann
Sergey Romanov
Sandra Maria Schleicher
Daisuke Terakawa
Kristine Susan Ward
Kan Xi

Master of Business Administration

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Stacey Ann Abrams
Soumava Adhya
Flemming Andersen
Stacia Elizabeth Armentano
Elena A. Bachnai
Vincent Charles Barton, Jr.
Margot Beck-Zeller
Gregory Scott Bergman
Todd J. Berkowitz
Jorge Marcelo Bianchi
Timothy A. Blake
Stefan A. Bornschlegel-Parusel
Brandon M. Boyle
Kristopher M. Bremer
Jonathan David Carlin
Chiung-yueh Chang
Jing Chen
Wei Cheng
Kristal Linh Cleveland
Jaime Lynn Coca
Holly Ann Comanzo
Dirk Helmut Cypra
Simon Roland Daetwyler
James Matthew Davidson
Owen Michael Devine
Sarah Joyce DeVoe
Markus Dietrich
Sonja Ruth Döebeli
Michelle Ann Dray
Daniela Dreskrüger
Joachim Dyck
Megan Caroline Easterly
Jeffrey L. Eberle
Jared A. Eicher
Barry Esannason
Robert James Faulkner
David A. Fiano
Gary C. Fobare
Hans Peter Frank
Christina Franz
Martin Frick
Vichaya Ganjanakij
Victoria Louise Gill
Henning Göbel
Brian Gongyo
Papa Ila Gueye
Ruth Hamberger
Manfred Richard Hargarten
Maria K. Hester
Urban Hinder
Cheng-Wei Hong
Alexander Howden
Yu-Chich Hsu
Patricia M. Hurley-Dyer
Robert Joseph Jackowski
Xiaowei Kang
Karl Kazmaier
Hyung Ki Kim
Hari R. Kondreddy
Andrea Lynn Kosier
Christine Anna Kostoroski
Andres Kronenberg
Joerg Laeuffer
Kwang Yoel Lee
Ronald Blair Lewis
Kevin Alan Liddiard
Chin Yu Lin
Alexander Lobhe
Heinz Lüeschner
Wassilios Lytras
Sonja Mannem
Erik Marke
Frank Marrenbach
Eric Stanton McShane
Justin Randall Merkey
Colby Lyle Mitchell
Kristin Morrell
Andy Muehlheim
Meaghan Anne Murray
Birgit Naegeli
Srijit U. Nair
Jude Ngwu/Ewodo
Michael Norton
Heather Hogan O’Connor
Eileen M. Odell
Johnny Palacios
May Pan
Beril Pekin
Marcos Vinicio Perello
Karim Pfenniger
Thomas Pierburg
Kerry Ann Pilek
David Rembrandt Pinkham
Heike Pollerhoff
Patrick M. Pondillo
Imran Munawar Qureshi
Gayathri Rajendran
Manuel G. Ramos
Sona Rampp
Catherine Lory Ramsey
Preethi Ravindran
Thomas Reis
Myrna I. Rivera
Trent Andrew Romer
Lingwen Rong
Willy Ruf
Michael Paul Schafer
Sanjay Schar
Christoph Schellkes
Hans-Jörg Schiesser
Doris Schlosser
Frank Schlueter
Helmut B. Schmid
Andrew B. Sherman
Sandra Lynn Sherman
Gurinder Singh
Ralf Singmann
Jennifer Lynn Slane
Yacub David Smith
Tresha Marie St.Amour
Olaf Stier
Norbert Stocker
Christos L. Stylianou
Xiaoming Tang
Alison B. Trimble
Roman Tschüpperlin
Stephan Urduwyler
Patric Van der Haegen
James Charles Vincent
Heiko Visarius
Ruslan Vorontsov
Theresa Anne Walker
Wei Wei
Mary-Jane Weiss
Manfred Werdenig
Ronald Kenneth Wharton, Jr.
Patrick Widler
Jochen Wilckens
Adam Wocel
Asif Youssuf
Margarita Fiore Zacher
Han Zhang
Sven Zimmermann
Patrick Zwyszsig

SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Claire M. Ackerman
Amanda Melissa Brazee
Stefanie K. Cangelosi
Amy J. Cateseye
Scott P. Enser

Yufan Huang
Jennifer Susan Joyce
Young-O Jung
Matthew Cannon Keller
Colleen E. Kellermann
Michael J. Kozlowski
Jing Liu
Suzanne Jeanette Pierce
Vincent Rocco Piliari, Jr.
Cara Ann Previll
William D. Saunders
Raymond Schmitt
Brian J. Shortall
Paola Therasse
James A. Trotta
Shu-ping Tzeng
Amy Colette Vanhouten
Christina R. Weir
Masayuki Yamamoto

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Denise M. Llewellyn
Greta Joline Metzler
Elizabeth Ann Overbaugh
David J. Wasserman
Alicia Maud Wein

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003

Bretton G. Adams
Dafney Amilcar
Laurie Ann Amodeo
Shannon E. Argersinger
Matt R. Banco
Carlos Alberto Barboza
Ronald Raymond Beaudoin
Matthew J. Benton
Temi Marinova Bidjerano
Amy Sue Brown
Karen McGill Bronson
Terry Eugene Brown, Jr.
William Charles Brundege
Junhong Cao
Colleen A. Carpenter-Rice
Douglas John Cassady
Leslie A. Cavalieri
Jennifer Jean Chatain
Susan A. Cherry
MASTER'S DEGREES

Lynn Cassidy Cianfarani
Scott F. Carlone
Amy Dawn Coffey
Sarah Anne Colby
Bernadette Marie Comstock
Scott Alexander Comstock
Suzanne Marie Cousineau
Logan Cresap III
Theresa M. Crombach
Jennifer Christine Delaney
Heather Lynn Desmonie
Joseph R. DiCaprio
James Michael DiMaria
Carolyn L. Donahue
Erica Marie Doolittle
Mary Katherine Drohan
Anthony Joseph Dzikas
Megan Anne Fabio
Sarah Anne Faler
Amy K. Fazio
Christopher Owen Feenan
Lisa Ferriero
Amy Lynn Fischer
Robert Cleveland Flanders
Nicole Lee Fluty
Betsy Anne Frolish
Allan J. Fuentes
Jennifer Carey Fusco
Thomas James Galerno, Jr.
Reena K. George
Nathan Everett Gonyea
Terrie M. Goodspeed
Eiko Goto
Anne Helen Graham
Jennifer C. Gray
Jessica Aleda Graziano
Kathy Anne Gullie-Pouchak
Charalampos Hadjoannou
Amy Jane Halberian
Tracey Leigh Halloran
Traci P. Harris
Jacqueline Ruth Haworth
Carla Denise Finnes
Marvin E. Hobson
Kelly Suzanne Horan
Megan Erin Huslender
Kevin P. Hunter
Rose Marie Hutcherson
Scott F. James
Jessica Lynne Johnson
Mark Jones
Jason E. Kaminsky
Ann M. Kennedy
Melissa Marie Killenberger
Amy Frances King
Kerstin Anastasia King
Linda Joy Kovel
Deborah Alice Kropp
Laura Ann LaFontaine
Holly Marie Lape
Lisa Lynn Lawrence
Karol Marie Leadem-Edwards
Robert Anthony Lee
Jennifer Mungual-Toscano
Tammy Lyn Manners
Ruth Ann Martin
Talat Masood
Amanda Ann Mayer
Vanessa S. Mayhew
Michelle Jane McElhatton
Donna Maureen McGovern
Sharon Marie McIntyre
Faith Ann Miller
Doris Ann Modlin
Melissa Ann Murray
Margaret B. Murtaugh
Matthew Edward Nafus
Maureen McGrath Neff
David Brian Norkun
Britt Norris
James J. O'Neil
Kelleen Marie O'Rourke
Kimberly J. Ollier
Sallie Ostrander
Thomas Leonidas Oughton
Julie A. Paquette
Brian Arthur Parker
Elizabeth Anne Parrish
Amy Lynn Passero
Daniel Perazzo
Lauri J. Phillips
Kathleen Anne Pierson
Mark A. Place
John Christopher Powell
Christine Elizabeth Powers
Kimberly A. Pretymian
Amy Quackenbush
Susan Elizabeth Rask
Michael Emerson Reles
Carly Maria Reynolds
Derek Robert Richards
Tara Ann Rinaldi
Corrina Christina Robertson
David Henry Rogers
Darcy Fayre Rohloff
Sherry Marie Rossi
Martin Rowan
Sean Edward Rowe
Leandro Anthony Russo, III
Robert John Samaniuk
Vibetta Sanders
Ingrid Judy Scheinber
Jennifer Marie Schorf
Stacy Ann Serson
Marianne Theresa Sikorski
Mary Melissa Skiff
Eleanor Smith
Kristine Marie Smith
LaMecca S. Smith
Annette M. Smith-Macey
Jacqueline Elizabeth Snyder
Scott Richard Speciale
Cara Michelle Spencer
Samantha Lee Sullivan
Katrina A. Swezy
Mandy Szarnowicz
Carly Anne Tallman
Karen Lynn Toomey
Helen Lynn Valachovic
Christina Marie Valenti
Kelly J. Van Schaick
JoAnn Maureen Venditte
Marsha Goldstein Ventura
Kristina M. Villari
Joann Mary Walters
Xiaoli Wang
Amber Leigh Warrell
Hillary Michelle Watts
Oksana Weaver-Rudchenko
Jessica Westervelt
Jill K. Williams
Kristi Joy Wilson-Moser
Elizabeth A. Wing
Saihua Xia
Janelle O. Yanni
Kristin Marie Zakrzewski
Elizabeth Johanna Zhe

Certificate of Advanced Study in Counseling

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003
Marcy Lynn Scaturro

Certificate of Advanced Study in Curriculum and Instruction

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003
Barbara Healey Ring
Suzanne J. Schmertnerhorn
Shu Raymond Wang

Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Administration and Policy Studies

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003
Stacey Ardene Adams

Matthew E. Bourgeois
John Patrick Davey
Kim Denine Guy
Donna Marie Marsh
Vibetta Sanders
Oneka Temple

Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Research

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003
Laurie J. Newcomer

Certificate of Advanced Study in School Psychology

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
MAY 17, 2003
Carrie Lee Trimarchi

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION POLICY

Master of Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Sarah Louise Campbell
Chih-Ying Tina Chang
Carla Melli Clarke
Kevin John Edson
Tiffany A. Fisher
Michael Allen Glendenning
Sukrit Goswami
Anne Carla Reilly
Elli Moshe Rothenberg
Joanne Spadaro
Qing Wang
Hsin Yeh
Kwang Seok Yoon

Master of Library Science

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Benita Lynn Auge
Roberta E. Ayres
Nyamekye Oscar Barton
Elizabeth Anne Biernacki
Diane L. Carver
Louise Charbonneau
Jennifer Marie Dawson
Mari Flynn
Matthew D. Gomm
Karen Elizabeth Grimwood
MASTER'S DEGREES

Rachelle Lynn Gura
Laura A. Hamilton
Mei He
Amanda Boyd Herman
Kelly Leigh Houch
Florence Diana Hunt
John Joseph Hynes
Tammy Louise Jones
Karin A. Lackmann
LouAnn Wilmarth Mallozzi
Mary-Frances Manno
Rachel Ann Marotta
Samantha Anne Millhouse
Karen Wessberg Moksvold
Maureen Erin Mooney
Bruce Alexander Munro
Charles Richard O'Bryan
Jennifer L. Ogrodowski
Tracey Jeannine Pause
Jessica Lynn Pinkham
Dylan Capon Thomarie
Anne Trulan Stutzman
Jennifer L. Ogrodowski
Charles Bryce Woodruff
Natalie Ann Wood
Jaime Smith Thompson
Mark David Wolfe
Michael Edward Whitney
Penelope Murray Wise
Aminata Stephens
William Joseph Takach
Dylan Capon Thomarie
Flore-Maria T.A. Thomas
Jaime Smith Thompson
Ellen Elizabeth Tilden
Regina Jude Vertone
Michael Edward Whitney
Penelope Murray Wise
Mark David Wolfe
Natalie Ann Wood
Charles Bryce Woodruff

NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND POLICY

Master of Arts
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Abraham F. Breehey
Doriane Brown
Claudio Joaquin Campuzano
Shakesha Monique Coleman
Stephanie Imilda Coon
Katherine L. Dunkerley
David Michael Fischer
Jessica Brett Fisher
David Joseph Friedfel
Adam John Kirkman
Peter Albert LaVenia, Jr.
Kaifala Marah
Christa R. Nyman
Priscilla J. Richards
Aminata Stephens
Xiaoyu Huang
Xianfen Li
Jie Ling
Mel Kevin Magbitang
Marek S. Poniewierski
Mary Elizabeth Rowell
Lifeng Tai
Anneli Usukula
Kefei Wang
Meng Wang
Xiaohong Wang
Xiaotian Wang
Weid Peter Yang
Wei Zhou
Bin Zhu
Motaok Zhu
Kari Ann Baldwin
Rachele Anetta Bauer
Diane Marie Beebe
Laura E. Benjamin
Deborah L. Bennett
Angela Marie Bevers
Katherine P. Bowen
Amanda Melissa Brazee
Susan Joan Brennan
Dana Maurisa Britton
Makisha L. Brown
Christine Maria Bruckner-Hayward
Judith Ann Burns
Richard Wesley Capron
Mark David Cebula
Patricia Ruth Cerasaro
Heather A. Clear
Karen Marie Cole
Michelle Stuart Cook
Milagros Cintron Cooper
Edward Francis D'Arcy
Melissa Ann Daley
Jennifer K. Dane
Laura Kim Davila
Carol C. DeChe
Thomas deHaan
Stacy Lynn DeMaster
Suzanne H. Deval
Renée Rising Sun Dyette
Janice Elizabeth DiDonna
Amy Beth DiRamio
Gary Keith Doughly
Danielle LoBue Douglass
Sean T. Erreger
Kristen Mary Faust
Kathleen M. Fay
Robin Denise Felldin
Lisa Margaret Ferraro
Anne Magdalene Fitzgerald
Meghan Jeannette Fitzpatrick
Susan Paulette Frohlich
Lynn Carroll Gallagher
Nelima Wood Gaonkar
Michelle Lynn Gerst
Kathleen P. Gorman-Coombs
Dana Wendy Greenberg
Alycia Nicole Gregory
Adelaide Theresa Haberbush
Michael Hanft
Tashharni T. Harris
Kellee Ann Hen
Amy Jean Holbert
Kimberly Ann Hostig
Kristen Elizabeth Howe
Erika Hosie
Susan M. Isaacson
Eleanor Miriam Jaffe
Diane P. Jones

Master of Public Administration
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Botagoz Urkenovna Abdreyeva
Emmanuel Barbier
Colette Michelle Barrow
Stephanie Marie Boshart
Shannon Renée Brown
Erin Marie Burke
Yongiin Chang
Jennifer Suzanne Clement
Kristie Marie Coppernoll
Rebecca Ann Corso
Daniel Paul Cziszar
Celina Kitzie Fletcher
Anna Hakoby
Yoo Kyung Hwang
Marisa E. Iannacito
Saoi Kikihara
Byung Sun Kim
Dongsu Kim
Oleskis I. Kononets
Theresa K. Lawrence
Yi-Yun Lin
Tracey M. McNerney
Yong-Kee Min
Teawook Shin
Chang-shik Song
David Staszk
Lisa Ann Thompson
Olga Borisovna Toshchakova
Charles Frederick Vaas
Annie Jean Virkus
Kathleen P. Gorman-Coombs
Lynn Carroll Gallagher
Angus MacIntosh Jameson
Olga Borisovna Toshchakova
Charles Frederick Vaas
Annie Jean Virkus

Master of Science
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Annie Jean Virkus
Charles Frederick Vaas
Olga Borisovna Toshchakova
Lisa Ann Thompson
Theresa K. Lawrence
Yi-Yun Lin
Tracey M. McNerney
Yong-Kee Min
Teawook Shin
Chang-shik Song
David Staszk
Lisa Ann Thompson
Olga Borisovna Toshchakova
Charles Frederick Vaas
Annie Jean Virkus
Annie Jean Virkus

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Public Health
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Jeanne Monique Anderson
Bold Baljina
Charleyson Alison Blandford
Kristie Anne Boyce
Steven Martin Carlson
Eftanasa P. Charles
Timothy Lennox Cooke
Fadi N. Ghaly
Lusine Rafie Ghazaryan
William Howard Greenhut
Mahamat Hassarassoul
Beth Anne Hernandez
Angus MacIntosh Jameson
Jamal Ametbekovich Kamalov
Sadaf Afid Kaz
Melissa Ann Mocny
Dilyara A. Nabirova
Sadaf Abid Kazi
Angus MacIntosh Jameson

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Master of Social Work
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Krisma R. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Pamela J. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Robin Denise Felldin
Lisa Margaret Ferraro
Anne Magdalene Fitzgerald
Meghan Jeannette Fitzpatrick
Susan Paullette Frohlich
Lynn Carroll Gallagher
Nelima Wood Gaonkar
Michelle Lynx Gerst
Kathleen P. Gorman-Coombs
Dana Wendy Greenberg
Alycia Nicole Gregory
Adelaide Theresa Haberbush
Michael Hanft
Tashharni T. Harris
Kellee Ann Henn
Amy Jean Holbert
Kimberly Ann Hostig
Kristen Elizabeth Howe
Erika Hosie
Susan M. Isaacson
Eleanor Miriam Jaffe
Diane P. Jones

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Public Health
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Jeanne Monique Anderson
Bold Baljina
Charleyson Alison Blandford
Kristie Anne Boyce
Steven Martin Carlson
Eftanasa P. Charles
Timothy Lennox Cooke
Fadi N. Ghaly
Lusine Rafie Ghazaryan
William Howard Greenhut
Mahamat Hassarassoul
Beth Anne Hernandez
Angus MacIntosh Jameson
Jamal Ametbekovich Kamalov
Sadaf Afid Kaz
Melissa Ann Mocny
Dilyara A. Nabirova
Sadaf Abid Kazi
Angus MacIntosh Jameson

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Master of Social Work
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Krisma R. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Pamela J. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Robin Denise Felldin
Lisa Margaret Ferraro
Anne Magdalene Fitzgerald
Meghan Jeannette Fitzpatrick
Susan Paullette Frohlich
Lynn Carroll Gallagher
Nelima Wood Gaonkar
Michelle Lynx Gerst
Kathleen P. Gorman-Coombs
Dana Wendy Greenberg
Alycia Nicole Gregory
Adelaide Theresa Haberbush
Michael Hanft
Tashharni T. Harris
Kellee Ann Henn
Amy Jean Holbert
Kimberly Ann Hostig
Kristen Elizabeth Howe
Erika Hosie
Susan M. Isaacson
Eleanor Miriam Jaffe
Diane P. Jones

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Master of Social Work
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
MAY 17, 2003
Krisma R. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Pamela J. Admiraal
Kristen R. Admiraal
Robin Denise Felldin
Lisa Margaret Ferraro
Anne Magdalene Fitzgerald
Meghan Jeannette Fitzpatrick
Susan Paullette Frohlich
Lynn Carroll Gallagher
Nelima Wood Gaonkar
Michelle Lynx Gerst
Kathleen P. Gorman-Coombs
Dana Wendy Greenberg
Alycia Nicole Gregory
Adelaide Theresa Haberbush
Michael Hanft
Tashharni T. Harris
Kellee Ann Henn
Amy Jean Holbert
Kimberly Ann Hostig
Kristen Elizabeth Howe
Erika Hosie
Susan M. Isaacson
Eleanor Miriam Jaffe
Diane P. Jones
August and December 2002 master’s and doctoral degree candidates were listed in the December program.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES: SPRING 2003

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Randal Angiel, Ph.D., History
“Geography, Radioactive Contamination, and Public Health: The Albany-Troy Rainout After 50 years”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lawrence Wittner

Eyad Atallah, Ph.D., Atmospheric Science
“An Evaluation of the Precipitation Distribution Associated with Landfalling Tropical Cyclones in the Eastern United States”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lance Bosart

Lisa Bauer, Ph.D., Cognitive/Developmental Psychology
“The Effects of Valence and Arousal on the Hemispheric Processing of Verbal and Nonverbal Emotional Stimuli”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Jeannette Altarriba

Denis Brennan, Ph.D., History
“The Printer’s Stand: William Lloyd Garrison and the Liberator”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Graham Barker-Benfield

Chao-Tzuen Cheng, Ph.D., Atmospheric Science
“A Regional Climate Model Study of Cloud Radiative Forcing and its Role in the 1991 East Asian Summer Monsoon”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Wei-Chyung Wang

Machteld De Poortere, Ph.D., French
“Les idées philosophiques et littéraires de Mme de Staël et de Mme de Genlis

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Susan Blood

Tonya Dodge, Ph.D., Social/Personality Psychology
“Ambivalence in the Theory of Reasoned Action: Does It Matter?”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. James J. Jaccard

Armando González-Salinas, Ph.D., Spanish
“El empleo del presente de subjuntivo y la alternacia modal entre grupos socioeducativos en Monterrey, Nuevo León, México, Análisis lingüístico descriptivo comparativo”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Maurice Westmoreland

Matthew Griggs, D.A., Humanistic Studies
“Humanities, Technology, and Archaeology: A Case Study of the Belcher Collection of Cypriot Antiquities”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Stuart Swiny

Stephan Grunow, Ph.D., Physics
“Electrochemical Deposition of Copper for Gigascale Interconnect Technologies”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Alain E. Kaloyeros

Charles H. Hackney, Ph.D., Social/Personality Psychology
“Individual Differences in Terror Management: The Role of Worldview Internalization and Worldview Type”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Glenn Sanders

Steven Patrick Hartman, Ph.D., English
“Faces of Thoreau in American Literature”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Ronald A. Bosco

Xingding Hu, Ph.D., Chemistry
“A New Route for Optically Active Total Syntheses of 5-Deoxy C-Aryl Glycosides”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Frank Hauser

Hakrim Jeon, Ph.D., Chemistry
“Ramberg-Bäcklund-based Tandem Reactions”

Dissertation Chair: Prof. Eric Block
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Johnson, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Cognitive/Developmental Psychology</td>
<td>&quot;Conjunction Errors in Recognition Memory: Evidence for Recollection from ROC Curves&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. James H. Neely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Kaplan, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;The Mediating Effect of Authoritative Parenting Practices of the Relationship Between SES and Subsequent Delinquent Behavior of Children&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Steven Messner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Kierein, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Industrial/Organizational Psychology</td>
<td>&quot;Understanding Negative Attitudes Toward Affirmative Action Policies and Decisions&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Kevin Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Lane, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>&quot;Diffusion Barrier Performance of Ultrathin Tantalum Nitride Films Deposited by Chemical Vapor Deposition&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Alain E. Kaloyeros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Marie Laube, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Professional Commitments and Political Identities: Challenges for Feminist Academic Sociologists&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Christine E. Bose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunju Lee, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Making It In America: Korean Immigrants in Small Business in the New York Metropolitan Area&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Richard Alba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin C. Lue King, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Industrial/Organizational Psychology</td>
<td>&quot;Value Added of Psychological Contracts: A Direct Comparison Against Organizational Commitment&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Kevin Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chet Meeks, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Eros and Civil Society: The Sexual Politics of Differences in America (1969-1999)&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Steven Seidman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limarie Nieves-Rosa, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Globalization and Gender: Exploring the Effects of Welfare Reform in Puerto Rico&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Christine E. Bose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Nolan, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>&quot;Repeat Performance: Federico García Lorca’s Theater, Fascism and the Spanish Literary Imaginary&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Jaume Martí-Olivella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre Oakley, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Fallacies of the American Welfare State: The Enduring Response of Community and Faithbased Organizations&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. John Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrone, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>&quot;LEAVING MORALITY WHERE IT IS: A Particularistic Approach to Morality and the Problems of Contingency, Happiness and Responsibility&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. John Kekes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Marie Popp, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Childhood Nutrition Assistance Program: An Organizational Analysis&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Richard Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Dissertation Title</td>
<td>Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaotang Ren, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>&quot;Ion Beam Study of Co-doped Impurity Effects on Lattice Locations of Er in Si:Er&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Mengbing Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Robinson, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Industrial/Organizational Psychology</td>
<td>&quot;The Application of Social Cognitive Theory to the Prediction of Expatriate Success&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Kevin Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alok Nandini U. Roy, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>&quot;Modification of Low Dielectric Constant Materials for ULSI Multilevel Interconnection by Ion Implantation&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Hassaram Bakhru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusuya Roy, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>&quot;Evaluation of the Head Start Program: Additional Evidence from the NLSCM79 Data&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Terrence Kinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisaveta Slessareva, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Social/Personality Psychology</td>
<td>&quot;Effects of Arousing and Non-arousing Mental Simulations on Exercising&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Monica Rodriquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Spencer, D.A.</td>
<td>Humanistic Studies</td>
<td>&quot;The Chthonic Mother and Daughter: The Role of the Goddess in Challenging the Ouranic God in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Paul Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonja St. Amant, Ph.D.</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>&quot;Faith by Demonstration: The Connection Between the History of Paranormal Phenomena and a New Age Spirituality&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Graham Barker-Benfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralf Staebler, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Atmospheric Science</td>
<td>&quot;Forest Subcanopy Flows and Micro-Scale Advection of Carbon Dioxide&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. David Fitzjarrald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Stark, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>&quot;Personal Identity and Moral Responsibility&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Josiah B. Gould</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Stringer, Ph.D.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>&quot;Dangerous and Disturbing': Traumas and Fetishes of Race in Faulkner, Larsen, and Van Vechten&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Charles Shepherdson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian J. Stults, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Social Threat and Benign Neglect: A Conflict Perspective on Racial Differences in Arrest&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Steven Messner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Tevebaugh-Kenwryck, Ph.D.</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>&quot;Raoul Wallenberg and the American War Refugee Board: The Last Minute Effort to Save Hungary's Jews from the Holocaust&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. H. Peter Krosby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Torlina, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;The Meaning of Work for Blue Collar Workers&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Karyn Loscocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Wallingford, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>&quot;Markets, Networks and Identity: An Analysis of the Culturally Embedded Structure of Lesbian and Gay Businesses&quot;</td>
<td>Prof. Karyn Loscocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTORAL DEGREES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCHOOL OF BUSINESS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Alen Azriel, Ph.D., Organizational Studies</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Cecilia Falbe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Small, High Technology Firms and Their Larger Strategic Alliance Partners: Entrepreneurial and Resource-Based Perspectives”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Baetz, Ph.D., Organizational Studies</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Gary Yukl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Organizational Learning Practices”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret McDermott, Ph.D., Organizational Studies</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Cecilia Falbe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas W. Brewer, Ph.D., Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. James Acker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Don’t Kill My Friend: The Attorney-Client Relationship in Capital Cases and its Effect on Jury Receptivity to Mitigation Evidence”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris C.F. Chu, Ph.D., Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Graeme Newman Prof. Alan Lizotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Religiosity as Social Capital—in the Explanation of Desistance from Crime”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Kaufman, Ph.D., Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Cathy Widom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Childhood Victimization and Multiple Problem Behaviors in Adolescence”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah McLean, Ph.D., Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Alissa Worden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Rural Magistrates: An Exploratory Study of Decision Making in Partner Violence Cases”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Scott Weiss, Ph.D., Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Alissa Worden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Toward an Understanding of Public Defender Motivations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCHOOL OF EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Assemany, Psy.D., School Psychology</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. David McIntosh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Perception of Parents with Multiple Contextual Stressors Regarding Behavioral Parent Training: A Grounded Theory”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Baltrus, Ph.D., Educational Psychology</td>
<td>Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Joan Newman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“A Model-Based Comparison of Traditional and Technology-Integrated Middle School Classrooms” Prof. Robert Bangert-Drowns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Brewster, Psy.D., School Psychology</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Denise DeZolt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Teacher Acceptability and Self-Reported Generalization of a Social Skills Program for Special Education Students”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozlem Cezikturk, Ph.D., Curriculum &amp; Instruction</td>
<td>Dissertation Chair: Prof. Vicky Kouba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Effect of Interactive Diagrams on Secondary Students’ Understandings of Selected Mathematical Representations Based on Van Hiele Theory and Representation Theory”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chi-Fen Chen, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Carla Meskill  
“The Use of Email for Interpersonal Communication in a Second Language: A Comparative Case Study of Two Chinese Speakers’ Email Practices in English”

Michael N. Divak, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Lynn Gelzheiser  
“The Role of Perceived and Objective Student and Environmental Characteristics in Classification Decisions by Committee on Special Education Members”

Deborah Farro-Lynd, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Vicky Kouba  
“Pre-Service Elementary Teachers’ Understanding and Misconceptions Regarding Place Value”

Angela M. Guptill, Ph.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Gilbert Valverde  
Prof. Raymond O’Connell  
“Succeeding with Support: Female Superintendents in New York State”

Alexander Gyamfi, Ph.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Anthony Cresswell  
“Needs Assessment of Science Teachers in Secondary Schools in Kumasi Ghana: A Bases for In-Service Education Training Programs at the Science Resource Centers”

Aliya Holmes, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Karen Swan  
“Envisioning, Understanding, and Encouraging Technology Intergration: Case Studies Examining Professional Development and Technology Integration”

Donald Hunt, Ph.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kathryn Schiller  
“Social Capital and Teacher Perceptions of Curricular Control”

Mary Jacquelyn Killian-Munro, Ph.D., Reading  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard L. Allington  
“Parent Response to the Books Their First-grade Children Self-selected for Home Reading”

Cynthia A. Lassonde, Ph.D., Reading  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Rose-Marie Weber  
“The Co-construction of Positional Writing Practices in a Fifth-grade Classroom”

Sheryl Lenkarski, Psy.D., School Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Denise DeZolt  
“Direct Consumer Acceptability of a Social Competence Program for Children Attending Special Education Summer School”

Maritza Osuna, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Carla Meskill  
“Teacher Professional Development: An Activity Theory Perspective”

Jerusalem Rivera-Wilson, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert McMorris  
“Perceptions About the Secondary Teacher Education Programs at the University at Albany, State University of New York Regarding the Purpose and Emphasis of Theory and Research”

Sylvie Hsu Schweig, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Karen Swan  
“The Genet History Project: Technology Integration in a Classroom Learning Community”

Constance H. Spohn, Ph.D., Educational Administration  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Daniel Levy  
Prof. Cornelius Robbins  
“Business-Education Partnerships in the New York State Tech Prep Consortia”
Betty Ann Stauning-Santiago, Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction  
“Identification of At-Risk Nursing Students Using the Myers Briggs Type Indicator and Holland’s Vocational Preference Inventory”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Robert Bangert-Drowns

Kristen Varjas, Psy.D., School Psychology  
“A Participatory Culture-Specific Consultation (PCSC) Approach to Intervention Development”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Bonnie Nastasi

Katherine Verbeck, Ph.D., Reading  
“Comprehension Monitoring Among Underprepared College Freshman”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Peter Johnston

Mary Anne Yates, Psy.D., School Psychology  
“A Survey of the Counseling Practices of School Psychologists”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Deborah Kundert

Mei Zhou, Ph.D., Educational Psychology  
“Do Parenting Practices Relate to Previous Pregnancy Loss/Perinatal Death?”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Joan Newman

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION SCIENCE & POLICY

Jing Zhang, Ph.D., Information Science  
“Cross-Boundary Knowledge Sharing: A Case Study of Building the Multi-Purpose Access for Customer Relations & Operational Support (MACROS) System”  
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Prof. Sue Faerman  Prof. Anthony Cresswell

NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS & POLICY

Optatus Nkana Chailla, Ph.D., Public Administration  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Holly Sims

Fares El-Zein, Ph.D., Public Administration  
“Politics of Administrative Reform in Post War Lebanon”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Abdo Baaklini

Judith L. Miller, Ph.D., Public Administration  
“An Ethnographic Analysis of Nonprofit Board Culture: How Board Members Enact a Repertoire of Skill”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Mitchel Abolafia

Frank C. Papa, Jr., Ph.D., Public Administration  
“Attracting and Retaining Highly Qualified Principals: Especially in Low-Performing Schools”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. James Wyckoff

John T. Zanetich, Ph.D., Public Administration  
“Knowledge Management in the Public Sector: A Case Study of the Intergovernmental Response to the West Nile Virus Epidemic in New York State”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Sue Faerman

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Jeffrey Bemis, Ph.D., Environmental Health and Toxicology  
“Polychlorinated Biphenyls Dysregulate Calcium Homeostasis and Dopamine Transporters: Consequences on Neurochemical Function”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Richard Seegal

Joseph C. Kowalski, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
“Structural and Functional Organization of I-TevI, a Homing Endonuclease of the GIY-YIG Family”  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Marlene Belfort
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Julia S. Li, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
"Antibody-Mediated Host Defense and Microbiology of Ehrlichial Infection"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Gary Winslow

James Mittler, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
"Aging and Antigen-Specific CD4 T Cell Responses: The Influence of the Lymphoid Microenvironment"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. William Lee

Anjan Purkayastha, Ph.D., Biomedical Science  
"A study of the gene regulation of acq: a novel macrophage-induced gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Kathleen McDonough

Thomas L. Shirley, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
"Gene Therapy for Disorders of Cerebellar Development Utilizing Recombiant Feline Immunodeficiency Virus in the Mouse Model Staggerer"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Anne Messer

Erin Volk, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
"Breast Cancer Resistance Protein Mediates Methotrexate Transport and Resistance"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Erasmus Schnieder

Wei Wu, Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences  
"Intein Manipulation for Studies of Protein Purification and Function"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Marlene Belfort

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Filomena Critelli, Ph.D., Social Welfare  
"Foster Parents and Welfare Reform"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Jan L. Hagen

Karen Fein, Ph.D., Social Welfare  
"Meeting the Service Needs of Female Jail Detainees: Referrals to Community Services upon Release from Custody"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Jan L. Hagen

Catherine Lawrence, Ph.D., Social Welfare  
"Bearing Children, Forming Families: State Responses to the New Welfare Agenda"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Jan L. Hagen

Pamela Wiener, Ph.D., Social Welfare  
"A Qualitative Study of Jewish Grandparent Caregivers in Florida Raising Their Grandchildren"  
Dissertation Chair: Prof. Susan Roth Sherman
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SENIOR GIFT CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions to the University have been made in honor of the following graduating seniors:

Jaime A. Adames
Kristin A. Adler
Lauren A. Afinowicz
Amber S. Alfonso
Alyssa L. Andrews
Meredith H. Attanasio
Selwyn E. Ault
Sean A. Bagot
Jaime Baron
Nishi G. Beharry
Cara M. Berry
Mark A. Bessette
John R. Bishop
Adam M. Bodenstein
Philip A. Boudreau
Rachel A. Boudreau
Rachel D. Brown
William R. Corp, Jr.
Cheryl L. Craft
Toni M. D'Alessandro
Marvin A. Dacey
Eric J. De Santis
Dara P. Deitch
Timothy S. Duffy
Joseph J. Dura
Marie F. Dure
William J. Dwyer

Jeff Eisenstark
Angelo F. Elmi
Lyssandre N. Emmanuel
Amanda J. Evans
Craig T. Faye
Ernest T. Flatts
Mark A. Frankel
Michele V. Gerardi
Erin K. Goddard
John P. Green, III
Peter W. Green
Jenna L. Hagen
Daniel Halioua
Lyndsey E. Hoyt
Alex E. Hunt
Jamal E. Ismail
Natasha K. Jackson
Seril James
Ethan G. Kaplan
Christopher K. Kelly
Manju Koshy
Lauren M. Kraher
Aron Z. Kressner
Brian S. Kuritz
Matthew R. Lacerais
Linda H. Lampert
William F. Lange
Sung-Ho Lee
Michelle R. Levine
Imry Levy
Nadia Limani
Anthony C. Lomnaco
Sheryl A. Magnuson
Leonor E. Mamanna
Alicia M. Manguso
Michael J. Manza
Justin R. Marino
Keaton L. Marrian
Zerlinda Martinez
Matthew Marx
Theresa A. Masse
Matthew C. Mayo
Michael J. McAuley
Jessica M. McGinlay
Timothy J. Miller
Michael F. Moriarty
John D. Mort
Sanjib Mukhopadhyay
James G. Nickas
Tracy A. Nilsen
Alexis W. Nocerino
Vincent B. Pacione
Graham S. Parker
David Parks
Eileen E. Pasucci
Orlando Perez
Shari B. Pick
Matthew Polito
Kristin C. Proft
Andrew R. Proto
Shine Radhakrishnan
Eric Ross
Matthew J. Salerno
Michael D. Salerno
Nicholas M. Salerno
Amy A. Savicky
Robert S. Scamardella
Justin P. Schoettl
Jennifer R. Schwartz
Karen E. Schubba
Jordana P. Shay
Christopher H. Sherman
Daniel Shneyder
Cibil C. Skariah
Emily R. Smith
Michelle M. Smith
Ursula M. Smith
Richard A. Sweeney
Dawn M. Symmonds
Thomas Tanzosh
Silvio J. Termini
Andre D. Thompson
Charlie T. Tiu
Alethea Tomapat
Daniel C. Toomey
John M. Torregrossa
Traci Traeger
Anthony O. Walmott
Sharifa T. Wiggins
Brandon E. Young

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

James Acker, Criminal Justice
Heidi Andrade, Educational and Counseling Psychology
Scott Barclay, Political Science and Public Administration
Donald Biggs, Counseling Psychology
Ronald Bosco, English, Grand Marshal
Carson Carr, Jr., Educational Opportunities Program
Audrey Champagne, Educational Theory and Practice
Francois Cooren, Communication
Joan Curcio, Biomedical Sciences
Tino DeMarco, Marketing
Helen Desfosses, Public Administration
Christophe Faugere, Finance
Laurie Feldman, Psychology
Myrna Friedlander, Educational and Counseling Psychology
Jagdish Gangerolly, Accounting and Law
Sanjay Goel, Management Science and Information Systems
Michael Green, Education
Timothy Hoff, Health Policy, Management and Behavior
Youqin Huang, Geography and Planning
Judith Johnson, English
Susanne Lee, Physics
Andi Lyons, Theatre
David McCaffrey, Public Administration
Steven Messner, Sociology
Bruce Miroff, Political Science
Stephen North, English
Greg Pogarsky, Criminal Justice
Sekharipurim Ravi, Computer Science
Peter Ross, Management Science and Information Systems
Bonita Sanchez, Social Welfare
Michael Sattinger, Economics
Linda Shanock, Psychology
Scott South, Sociology
Bonnie Steinbock, Philosophy
Jennifer Stromeier, Communication
Rong Tang, Information Science and Policy
Aida Torres-Horwitt, Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Raymond VanNess, Management
Patricia Weeks, Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Daniel Wulff, Biological Sciences
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ALMA MATER

College of the Empire State,
Mother of an army great,
Thou the molder of our fate,
    Thee we sing today.
Thine the hand we clasp so strong,
Holding tho’ the years be long,
Thou the burden of our song,
    Thee we sing today.

Wisdom’s duty heeds thy call,
Ever in Minerva’s thrall,
Pass the torch from one to all,
    Guide each destiny.
’Neath the Purple and the Gold,
Let thy history unfold,
Sons and daughters, young and old,
      Hail to Albany.